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UMR Police offers help against harassment, stalking
vBrian McBride •
tittWriter
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and fell into the assault category.
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Researchers give atmosphere a checkup
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volume, the aircraft follow narrow, well'Y Ellen Huggett
defined flight paths. "These paths,
StaffWrfter
called the Organized Flight Track, make
As a part of an intematianal study it particularly interesting to study,"
lfhow aircraft exhaust affects the almO- Hagen commented.
Interesting enough to attract Ameri;phere, UMR researchers will sample
lir particles from the world's most can and European scientists, NASA's
SONEX (Sass Ozone andNitrogen Ex~eavilytraveled flight corridor. Starting
:his week and continuing through Octo- periment) and the European Economic
ler 15, Drs. Donald Hagen and Philip Community's POLINAT 2 (Pollution
Whitefield, researchers from UMR's from Aircraft Emissions in the North
Cloud and Aerosol Sciences Labora- Atlantic Flight Corridor) tearned up to
conduct tests.
tory, will participate
"They decided
in the conducting of
the tests from Shan"This testing is like to combine these
operations be- .
non, Ireland.
"There is no real going to the doctor to cause the value
added would be
problem thathas been have a physical. "
tremendous , "
identified," Hage~
-Dr. D. Hagen Whitefield said.
said. "This test{ng is
"Bringing the
like going to the docNASA DC-8 with.
torto havea physical.
You don't even have a pain in your side. all of its instrumentation on board and
But if we're going to seean effect, this is the Falcon (a German research plane),
plus all the modeling by these scientists,
where it will be."
The North Atlantic Flight Corridor wiII gi ve enormous data that wi II help us
is the most heavily traveled flight corri- understand how aircraft emissions are
dor in the world. In addition to the affecting.the atmosphere."

According to Dr. Hagen, "the results of this study may provide evidence
upon which the decision whether ornot
aircraft engine modifications need to be
made, from a pollution stand point.':
Until five years ago, the possibility
of measuring the effects of aircraft exhaust on the atmosphere was not known.
The first POLINAT, in combination
with Germany's DLR ' (Deutsche
Forschungsanstalt fur Luftund
Raumfahrt) program proved that it was
possible.
Hagen and Whitefield participated
in those studies, also, in summer and
winter 1995 through NASA funded re- .
search. The report on the data from the
first POLINAT was published in Sep,
tember 1996. "There was no one gusty,
one-liner type conclusion," Hagen explained, "What the report did say was
that it would be possible to define the
effects of aircraft on an air.corridor."
For the current project, "we have to
. know the type of every single aircraft

see Exhaust on page 19

Two University Center
renovation plans proposed
by Brian McBride

Staff Writer
On Tuesday of last week, a
forum was held to discuss the renovation of the
University
Center. Architects
brought in
their conceptual designs
based on previous forums
on the needs
and wants of
the students.
They had
floor plans and elevation shots of
two proposed plans.
The first plan is estimated by
the architects to cost $12 million.
This plan consists of gutting and
completely renovating the UC-East
buildingandaddingan I8,000 square

foot addition.
plan B is slightly less expensive estimated at $4 mi.l1ion. This '
plan includes major remodelingbut
no adiiition. An entrance would be
added on the
west side of
the building.
The food service
area
would be updated with
new equipmentand5elVi,ng lines. The'
game room
would be
modified and
mIecoratedalongwitb the rest rooms.
These conceptual plans will
now be sent to Student Council to
bereviewed. StuCo will then have to
decide on a possible fee increase. No
time table has been set for the implementation of this project
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Networking
Greek life

•
Visitors Night at the
UMR observatory, sponsored
by the UMR physics department, will be held Friday, Oct. 10
at 8p.m. The event is open to the
public, and weather permitting,
the moon, Jupiter and laterin the
evening, S~turn can oeobserved
with a 16-inch telescope.
The Observatory is located
off of Highway 63 No:th, north
of McNutt Hall and west of Sl.
Patrick's Lane. For more information contact John· Schmitt at
(573) 341-4369 or e-mail at
jschmitt@physics.umr.edu.

r-----------------------------------~

New international affairs director takes position

From I982 to 1990
she worked in the Center for International
Prognams and S\Udies
New to directtheinterat UMR and then from
national affairs at UMR is
Jeanie Hofer Smallwood of 1990- I994, Smallwood
worked for McDonnell
St. James, MO. On SeptemDouglas Aerospace
ber 22 she replaced Lou
Corp. ofSt. Louis. She
Moss, who retired on Sepwasanengineeringpla.!tember 19, after more than
30 years at the university. . ner,subcontractadministrator and procureSmallwood joined
ment agent there.
UMR's international affairs
She received a
office in 1995 as assistant
director. Advising interna- · bachelor's degree in ec0tional students, coordiimtnomics from UMR in
1990 and a masters deing international training
projects and co-dinecting the gree in human resources
management from
Applied Language Institute
Washington University
at UMR were some of her
in St. Louis in 1994.
duties.

by Ellen Huggett
StaffWrlter

by Brian McBride
Staff Writer
There has been a great deal of talk
around campus (particularly in fraternities and sororities) about theuniversity
supplying networking lines to fraternities. Many people have been wondering
what happened to this great idea.
Addingtheseextra lines will greatly
reduce the problem of busy phone lines
for those dialling up, reduce the number
of people in the campus CLCs and
increase CLC convenience to Greek life
in general.
On Thursday of last week after
many months of arguing with the university over contractual issues, Rolla
Municipal Utilities signed a contract to
finally set things in motion.
The networking lines need to be
run on existing telephone poles. This
brings up many issues such as maintenanceand liabilitiesthatljave been sorted
out over these many months. This
contract now needs to be signed by the
university. This is expected to happen
without delay, as long as no changes
have been made.
The individual residence hall rooms
are currently being networked. This
process is about half complete and is
expected to be fully complete in two to
three years.

•
Phelps County Health
Department will be on' campus
October 14, from 8 a.m. to 12
p.m. and October 28, from 124 p.m. in the Missouri RoomUCE to administer the flu vaccine.

The clinic is open to all
students, faculty, staff, spouses
and family members. The cost
will be$8 per shot (exact amount
of money for payment would be
helpful). No doctor's order will
be required except under extenuating circumstances(forexample,
pregnancy).

.------I

;0 The Editor.

Jeanie Hofer Smallwood, new director of International Student Affairs. -photoby Wendy Hoffman

Electrical engineering building to be rededicated
by Casey Morriss
. Staff Writer
At 2 p.m. on Ffiday, October 10,
the Electrical Engineering building,located on the northeast end ofcampus, on
the comer of Rolla and I 6th streets, will
be no more. From that time forward it
will be known as the Emerson Electric
Company Hall.
The rededication, which is part of
the events surrounding Homecoming,

reflects the recent expansion and renovation of the building, made possible in
part by a $1 million gift from Emerson
Electric Company. There will be a
reception followin g the ceremony in
room 136 ofthe Emerson Electric Company Hall . In addi tion to the money
from Emerson, the Amendment 4 bond
issue, which passed in 1994, provided
$6.9 million fortheproject. The project
also received financial support from the
National Science Foundation, UMRand

other donors.
The electrical engineering building
was originallY'constructed in 1958. Dr.
E. Keith Stanek, chair of the electrical
engineering department at UMR, poin~
out that at the time, "vacuum tubes Wert
gradually beingreplaced by transi stor~:
"These renovations wi II make our
laboratories more up to date and ready

see EE Building on page 19

Irradiation proves to be best method for food p·reservation
by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer

•
The UMR Bookstore will
begin rerumingmost unsold textbooks to the publisher at midterm. They recognize there may
be certain titles that should be
kept in stock.
If there are any titles that
you would like to put on hold,
you need to let the bookstore
know as soon as possible.
Please respond by email at
bookstor@umr.edu orcall
the bookstore at 341-4705 with
your request.

According to a UMR researcher,
irradiation ofmeats, fruits and vegetables
will keep them fresher longer and ward
off bacteria such as E. coli.
Irradiation, a practice approved in
many countries including the U.S., keeps
meats, fresh fruits and vegetables fresher
longer and contamination free for months,
not days.
Just how long can irradiated foods
last? According to Dr. Mueller, pork
loins qmlast about 90 days as compared
to 40 days normally treated. "The life

expectancy of fresh fruits can be increased from a week to a month." Preservation time for strawbenies, for instance, can
be increased from a few
days to up to four
weeks!
"Millions of people
get sick every year due
to food contamination,
and some even die," said
Dr. Gary Mueller, an
associate professor of
nuclear engineering at
UMR .
Approximately 30 million people

____

in the U.S. alone get food poisoningeach
year, and about 7,000 of those people
die. The most recent
occurrence of food
poisoning scare was
the recalling of hamburger meat contaminatedwith E.coli bacteri a. "Cooking that
contami nated hamburger according 10
regulation would have
killed the bacteri a, "
Mueller says, "but a
safer and better approach to keeping
foods contaminant free is irradiation .

"A solution to the problem would
be to irradiate the food in the processiri&
before it is sh ipped to market. Irradia·
tion kills spoilage organisms and slo'l
the natural ripening processes, creating
extended shelf li fe . It also reduces
foodbome illnesses by reducing orelimf
nating pathogens, such as E. coli, and
finally the process is safe, cost effeclil'(,
highly successful and government-regulated by those countries now using the
method."
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- - - - - - Letter To The Editor - - - - - have a positive impact on them. Emphasis should be placed on individuals,
When people think of "hazing," not on groups. Chapter unity, rather
the first thing that they probabi y than pledge class unity, should be
thinkofis National Lampoon's "Ani- stressed. Rather than participate in
mal House" and the paddling and pledge activities, pledges should pardrinking that was portrayed in it. ticipate in chapter activities along with
However, today's definition has ex- the active members. Membership edupanded beyond the confines of the cation should be the responsibility of '
physical and alcoholic aspect of the each active member, not just the pledge
issue. Today, anything done to trainer or educator. Pledge lessons
tlireaten only the physical but the should be understood and applied, not
mental health ofa new member (i.e., memorized and forgotten. Individual
pledge, associate member) of any or- ' . development, growth, and learning
ganization is considered "hazing." should not end with initiation into acRecognized student organizations tive membership but should continue
include not only Greeks but also aca- throughout , t~e members days in the
demic departmental, governing and organization. Fear and intimidation
programming, honor and profes- should not be used to motivate pledges
sional, intercult.ural, media and pub- to become active members. Rather,
lication, 'recreation and sports, reli- pride in oneself, a'feeling of acceptance
gious, residence hall, service, and so- into the group, an understanding of what
cial and special interest.
the organization stands for, and the
Organizations conduct certain emergence of self-respect and confiactivities during a pledge program to dence should motivate pledges to beeducate their new members. Pledges come initiated into active me·mbership.
learn the history of the organization;
Pledges are entitled to certain rights
the traditions of the organization, and within an organization. They should
the operations of the organization have the right to individuality, dignity,
during their pledgeship. Anything equality, participation, privacy, respect,
that does not conform with these and support. Along with the desire to
teaching or with helping the pledges become part of an organization comes
develop into respectable, sociable, certain responsibilities as well. Pledges
and well-rounded i~dividuals should should be responsibly for personal
be replaced with something that does growth, for loyalty, for responsible conTo The Editor:

duct, to participate in all activities,
and to respect older members. Finally, they should be accountable for
leaming, understanding, and living the
principles of the organi zation of
which they hope to become an active member. However, all members
should be entitled to these rights and
should accept these responsibilities,
not just the pledges.
Pledg~ programs have always
been based on these ideals. Over the
years, org3ni zations have uncon-

sciously intermingled "hazing" with
the teaching of these principles, or
its definition has expanded to include
what was once not considered "hazing." In time, it becomes tradition.
This is not to say that all traditions
are necessarily negative. Some are
very positive. Each organization;
however, must evaluate its own

plectge program for any negative traditions or "hazing" and discuss how
to eliminate them. Doing so will protect your new members and your
organization as a whole.
If you have any questions about
"hazing" or if you feel that it may be
happening to you or someone you
know, consult the Student Organiza.tions section of the Student Handbook andlor your faculty advisor.
Name withheld by request

A City Altered: Reflection on the Oklahoma City Bombing
An editorial by Editor-in-Chief Amy Jones
As the second trial concerning the
Oklahoma City bombing opens this
week, I am reminded.ofthe horror experienced by the city in the weeks following the explosion. Sudd.enly my
hometown of 14 years transformed into
an alien location, a hostile environment.
Students at my high school many miles
away from the Murrah building felt the
blast, and within five minutes, we were
watching television footage of bloodstained victims struggling from the
wreckage.
The news coverage was bluntly
graphic. A disclaimer on the bottom of
the screen instructed parents to keep
young children from watching the
events; some of us wished that we were
in that age too young to understand.
Though the powers that be may claim
tha.t violence on television desensitizes
the public toward such acts, the new
perspective of the pictures being so
close to home increases my shudder
each time I view such violence now.
The horror helped to bring us together, however, and soon we saw ou~
selves depicted nationally. The "Heartland of America," so often the punch line
. to redneck jokes and backwards humor
suddenly reminded all Americans of
Some hometown roots, some sense of
security violated.
Our unity established its.lfin a variety of forms: we wore mutli-colored
ribbons, one for the state as a whole,
one for the children , one to bring

!
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trapped survivors out safely, one for imagined by the people of Ok lahoma
peace; we drove with our lights on, a City. Could Timothy McVeigh or Terry
city-wide caravan of funeral mourners; Nichols have a fair trial in Oklahoma
we donated time, goods and money to City? Certainly not. And1here we see
the victims and families, the office sup- a city changed forever.
ply store ",here I worked helped to reSome call Oklahoma City nothing
build many of the offices tom in half more than a big cow town, unprepared
by the blast; we mourned together, for for such a tragedy. Perhaps those
weeks afterward, our first words to one people are right, but the real tragedy
another were, "Did you know anyone lies in the fact that it took but one mo... ?" -- we didn't need to finish the ques- . ment to transform such an unprepared,
tion, and possibly couldn't have.
quiet city into a group of disillusioned
Not too much time passed before citizens ready for such madness to rewe had two faces to associate with these turn, and that the knowledge that it may
acts. An eerier sense of unity crept strike anywhere, anytime extends far
upon us. One would be shockea by the beyond the Heartland of America and
potential punishments and retributions will remain.

--Letter To The Editor'-Dear Editor,
My name is Jessica Bigas. Ves the same Jessica that was "interviewed"
by John Johnson in last week' s Miner. In the past I have enjoyed reading the
Missouri Miner from week to week and have on occasion read John ' s attempts
at humour. His articles are normally pretty innocent and are generally no more
than just a lame attempt at gaining attention . But laSt week ' s article was
different.
.
Ves, John did in fact talk to me about Canada, but it was not until some
time later that I found that hi s questions were in fact nothing more than
" research" for one of his pitiful columns. I want to state right now that John's
column was far from humourous. It was an insult to my native land and my
people .
Canada, the 51 st state indeed! I' ll have you know that the U.S., as a
whole, is nothing more to us Canucks than the II th province. (Or is that the
third territory?) And concerning John's little "facts" about Canada, well , I
have a few ·facts of my own to share with you:
I) In 1812 the United States was defeated by Canadian Troops thanks
to our national hero Laura Secord. How do you like that for " ... overcoming
many odds ... ?"
2) Ice is NOT Canada' s major export! It's actually beer. I mean,
seriously, do you people actually import ice? Now that's sad. Maybe you
. should take some ice-making lessons from the Canadians, eh?
3) So you "Americans" actually consider yourselves a "civilized" nation
when you have to pay for your own health care? Vou want to talk about
"fai ry tale land," as John put it, look no further than the U.S. Health Care
system!
.
4) And finally, on a side note, what' s up with your pronounciation of
the letter "Z"? What the heck is a "zee" anyway? Try "zed" and you might
sound remotely educated. And speaking of education, I won't even begin to
quote from a famous UMR Physics professor concerning the U.S. 's decrepit
schooling system!
.
.
So the next time you sit down to enjoy one of John Johnson's humour
columns usually found on page 8 of this paper, or visit his "funny" web site,
just remember one thing: He' sjust another.average American, and I'm "sorey,"
but that's not saying much,.eh!
Jessica Bigas
Editors' Note:
The editors ofthe Missouri Miner wish to apologize to anyone offended by the
humor column. We printed the article after a decision that it was not intended
to mock the Canadian culture. but rather that it acted as a self-mocking of
stereotypical American ignorance ofgeography and other cultures. a satire on
the cliche American hubris. However, clearly there was another interpretation.
and we sincerely apologize to any that were offended by the article.
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When something is too extreme for words, it's to the 'Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon .
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
TI Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we' re looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope . Break new
ground . Make their mark.
At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth . We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office
now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMp·US ON OCTOBER 14, 15;~1997.
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACE&\ENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.
Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required; 'W e :pre an equaJ opportunity employer. ·
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A person you should know: Dr. Oliver Manuel
by Kristen Hartman

This is an interesting perspective.
It's a perspective UMR chemistry professorOliver Manuel has closely examIt's Monday morning, and you
ined. If Manuel could overhaul the
manage to wake up and go toclass, again. operations of academic institutions and
Be it history. English, math or chemis- transform the views of society. educatry. you probably spent two hows the
tion would not be about lecture halls.
night before staring blanldy at your . grades and requirements. Education
homework not understanding it, not would be about preparing you for life
knowing when you ' reevergoing to need instead of a profession . It would be
this information and not caring. Or. you about protecting your creativity.
spent 10 minutes before class memoriz- .
" I think each person has creative
ing lists of information for your quizjust. talents and their individual happiness
so that you can forget it immediately depends on their expressing those cre. after class.
.
ative talents." Manuel said.
This situation is familiar to stu. Manuel's companion in thought is
dents at academic institutions across the J. KrishmlmiJrti. In the second series of
United States. Students sit in class- Krishnamurti's book "Commentaries on
rooms to learn a profession in orderto
Living," he asks. "It is to learn a techgetajob. buta40 hour per weekjob only nique and to have a job. a profession.that
occupies 23.8 'p ercent of your time dur- we go through this processofhaving the
ingaweek. You spend fourto fiveyears,
uppermindstuffed with factsand knowlifnot longer. in school and are prepared edge. is it not? O)Jviously. in the modem
to live approximately a quarter of your world. a good technician has a better
life.
chance of earning a livelihood; but then

Verve Writer

Birthdays:
by Sarah Albers
Ass/stant Verve Editor
Birthdays aren't huge in my family, but
whoever's birthday. it is can choose the special
dinner for the night and the family bakes the
person "s favorite cake and the family sings "Happy
Birthday" and then the candles are biown out. A
very typical. nonnal family birthday.
I can remember when I was asmail child that
birthday's were huge. Birthdays are the best
holidays in the year. aside from
Christmas. and even better
so me times. My moth e r
would bake cookies and bring
treats for my class.in elementary school and we
would have a party at
the end ofthe day. The
best· days at school
were when it was
,someone's birthday.
As I have grown older. birthdays have lost a little importance in our lives. True.
the 16th birthday is a special occasion because the
first signs of freedom overwhelm us all with the
thought of tearing down the road without our
parents driving our own car. The 18th birthday.

what?"
People will respond to this question differently. Some people are ath-

" You should find what you lo;"eto
do and get someone to pay you to do it.
That's the right job for you .... Manuel

letes. others are artists. singers and writers. but more often than not. these are
just hobbies. According to Manuel.
there is an ideal to be achieved.

said.

photo by Wendy Hoffman

A fact of life
when the driver can become a voter and if he is a
male. then can be drafted into the military as weli.
You must not forget the disappointing birthdays
too. The 17th and 15th bil:thdays are pointless,
showing that we all have another year before the
important birthday comes around.
After a person ' s 2 1st birt"day. the birthday
loses even more points. At 30.·a person begins to
realize his or her mortality and worries about gray
hai rs and wrinkles. At 40. the person becomes over
the hill and an old lady or old man, if yo u prefer.
The wri nkles that the person
was worried about at 30 are

Age is so important when you
are young and so important in another way when
. you are old. Many elder
people feel that a person ·is as old as they think
they are. Sometimes a 'person
(and I am no exception) feels 100 years
old, and at other times a person may feel the energy
and happiness that they feel in their youth.
The only advice I can give to anyone is the
same advice my mother gives me. " Everyone geis
old, but how fast is another matter."

Unfortunately, it is not that easy;
but how can the educational system be
modified to put an emphasis on stu-

dents' creative abilities so that this may
be an achievable goal?
Manuel offers some suggestions.
First, Manuel does not think grades;lre
an accurate measuremeni of talent. Instead, he saysgrades measureastudent's
ability to meet the demands o fhis or her
teachers and too much emphasis is put
on them. " Students come to perceive
themselves in terms of the grade they
get." Manuel said. "They don't realize
that's nof where their creative talents
are. We (educators) don't stness that
each person has different talents and
different creativity and they should be
valued for that. n
Second. Manuel thinks students
should go to class because they want to.
not because they are required to take so
many credits· of English, humanities,
math and science in order to graduate
from an academic institution. "Letpeople
learn what's fun for them Ifa student

see Manuel on page 19

Flower Power:

liThe sky is f c;tll i n 9 ! ..
by Daisie H_M. Hobson
Verve Writer
~ "The sky is fall ing! The sky is falling!" Chicken Little
Doesanyonerememberthatstory? I don' t
remember all the details. but I think an app le or
something hit hi m on the head and he went nuts.
Ok, well an apple didn ' t fall on my head. but it
sure seemed like school did. I had forgotten how
much I hated school when the darn thing
, knocked me upside my head and landed in
my lap. !thought being a fres hman was
bad ... hey they' ve got it easy compared to seniors. At leaSt then if
you fail a class you can think, "Hey
I've got four more years to go. I' ll
j ust take it o~er.'; Well when you
are so close to graduating that
you Can taste the cake. you get a
little more nervous. I' ll tell you
what, I can proudly say I have never dropped
a class and never repeated one either. I'm the
type of student that C' s his or her' way out of
college. I'm here on grants and scholarships,
but that' s because I' m poor as dirt, not because
. I'm very smart. Anyway. the point is I will not
pennit myself to fail a class. not
when I've come this far.
It makes me wonder.
though. what I'm still doing here.
How did I get this far and what am I going
to do when I get out of here? · I can't
pass a stupid test. How am I going to
solve multi-million dollarproblems?
OK. calm down Daisie. You are getting
a little nuts. Ha, you should have seen me earlier
today. This is actually quite calm. As you can
tdl, [made this one test into a huge crisis. I'm
not going to graduate because I failed one test.
Like I said last week: I' IIjust haveto work a little
harder the next time.
Chicken Little was so worried that the sky
was falling, he ran and told everyone about it If

we all lived like Chicken Little we would be
running around likea chicken with our heads cut
off. (Oh. sorry. bad example. Sorry, Chicken
Little!) As UMR students, We have become
used to living in crises. We live from one
homework assignment to the other, one deadIine to another deadl ine. Does it ever stop? NO!
But it can ' t get much worse! Most of us live
under constant stress and dead lines! We feel
lost if we're not tackling something. (I'd rather
be tackling a cutie but that's next week' s
topic !)
So why do we do this to
ourselves? Is it all our teachers'
fault? YES!! Well comeon .. .how
long did we slack off? We know
we are just trying to show how
cute we are. There is something
dramatic and exciting about handlinga crisis. Itdoesn·t haveto be
schoolstuffeither. Welike knowing that no matter how bad the situation'
is at the moment we will kick butt and be just
fine. I always tell peoplethatI'm the little guy
. in the Dilbert comic with the black thunder
cloud following him around. If it is going to
happen (bad things) it will happentorne. But
I do survive! Are all these things normal?
Well. sometimes I wonder. Can I live a
nonnal carefree uneventful life?
Maybe. Things don' t always
11\2__.. just happen. Mind you I didn' t
ask to fail my test; but I 'did
choose not to study as hard as I
needed. Not everyone lives like a
fox with his head cut off! Take the .
bull by the horns and go! Everyor.e needsa little
crisis in his or her life_but try not to over do iL
Remember - I will survive! We can handle just
about anything. I hope everyone has a chance
to relax a little before the next round of tests.
Study hard and keep the faith! Have a great
week! See you next week. Same time, S8IJIe
place, same craziness!

---- -- ~ -
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Center for Writing Love taken to
Technologies open now Nick Slcupnik
by

by Barba,.. Bllirrl
WAC
This year the old Writing Center
"morphed" and moved into a brand
spankin' new Center for Writing Technologies, located in Room 114 of the
Campus Support Facility on State Street
The facility contains 25 "state ofthe art"
Gateway 2000 computers. Software for
word processing, desktop publishing,
and HTML composition is loaded and
waiting to be used.
Writing Assistants are presently
undergoing training sessions in various
areas ofiutoring, including lab reports,
organiution of a paper, docwnentation,
editing/revising and English as a second
language. Our WA's have backgrounds
in several discipline areas, and they are

ready to get to worle We provide a
positive, constructive service to help
you learn to be a better writer.
W riling Assistants staff the new
center Monday through Friday from
11:30 am-4:30 p.m. Appoinbnents
can be made by calling 341-4436 between 8:30am-1 2p.m, orbye-mailing
wac@umr.edu. Or, take a chance, and
drop in to see if there is a Wriling
Assistant available to help you. Ifthese
times are not convenient for you, you
may schedule an outside appoinbnent
.by contacting the secretary by phone or
c>-mai\.
.
The Center for W riling T echnolostudents. Faculty
gies is free all
inay refer students to the center for help.
Contact the secretary, Ann Peterson,
for more information on referrals.

ro UMR

Verve Creative Writer
She moves.
Herbrighteyesglisten through
the darkness. Her tan sleek muscular
form takes me to new places. Her
soft purring excites me as I start to
accelerate. Her entire essence surrounds me ... It was the best ride of
my life. She is "Sexual Chocolate."
She is the '85 Buick LeSabre of
my friend and roommate Dave
Heineck. This car not only represents a method of transportation,
but a joyous and fulfilling experi-

ence.
Dave and that car (and I) have
been through so much together.
"She' s always been there for me,
through good times and bad. I take
care of her; she takes care of me.
She'smy girl," Dave once said. For
three years now, this LeSabre has
meant so much to so many. Affectionately named "Sexual Chocolate"

a new level

(see "Coming to America"), she has (about I a.m.), we were cruisin ' the
taken us everywhere we have ever town. Outside Chesterfield Mall in
wanted to go. For some, the insurSt. Louis, we lowered and scooted
mountable power of this beauti fu l maback the seats and made the "Beast"
chine has brought them to call it "The an ad hoc low-rider. We crammed
Steel Beast" or "The Juggernaut." But . eight people, blared Majic 108, and
chased aro und the mall cops. It was
the moment... itwas the car ." it was
the people ." itwas the experience "
it was the inspiration ". that led us to
call her "Sexual Chocolate."
Not only does this car embody
love, but some say it is the epitome
of style. The strong tan body of this
LeSabre is' made complete with its
tcrme, she ' ll always be "Sexual Choco- characteristic "toothless grin." The
late." The aura around the car is one of inside is elegantly furnished with
power, one of beauty, and one oflove. comfortable and tan plush seats.
It is a car to be cherished.
Sparkling gold thumbtacks encircle
I will never forget tl}e night when the overhead light while they hold up
we christened her "Sexual Chocolate." the tan linen ceiling. Sheremainsour
We have always loved the car, but the car of choice.
actual naming ofthe car, the actual com"Sexual Chocolate" has been"
mitment given by us to the car with the with us through good times and bad.
name, didn't come until this night. Late She is a car. She is a friend. She is
one night, in the wee hours ofthe mom
beauty. She i.s love.

Blue Key looking for new members
by Mark Tschopp
Blue Key

photo by Ryan Shawgo

... 1

The University of Missouri-Rolla
chapterofthe Blue Key National Honor
Society is now accepting applications
for new prospective members. Blue
Key is an Honor. fraternity for campus
leaders. Blue Key is limited to 40
members, which makes it a very selective leadership society.
~ requirements for membership
are 60 completed credit hours, at least 2
semesters remaining, cumulative GPA
of 2. 75, and 40 Blue Key membership

points. Applications to pledge Blue .
Key are available at the Student Activities Office in the University Center
West. Return all applications to the
Blue Key mailbox in 1\3 UCW. Any
questions concerning pledging or Blue
Key can be directed to Eric Pringer at
erice@umr.edu.
Blue Key wilt'be having a smoker
for interested members at UCE ' s
Merrimac Room on Wednesday, October 8 at 5 p.m. The smQker will be
business attire. Al)yone interested in
Blue Key should attend or contact Eric
Pringer.
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Mark Your Calendarl
Plan now to join ASUM as we host
a brealfast buffet with

Resec

U.S. Representative fo Ann Emersonl
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~
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Dale: October 16, 1997
Time: 7:30-9:00 a.m.
(huffet b'ne willopen 7: 15)

Place: Mark Twain Room - UCE
Breakfast is free of charge to all students, faculty and
staff. Due to limited seating, reservations must be made
by October 14, 1997. Call 341·4970 or e-mail:
umrasum@umr.edu.
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Raise all the mooey yOlr grwp
needs by spoosaing a VISA

FuodraiIer on yOlr campus.
No inveslment & very lillie lime
needed There's 00 obIigalion, so
why n<X call fir infamalion today.
CaD 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$S.OONISA application.
Ca\l1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.
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Summer of excitement ·f or Army ROTC Cadets
by Margaret Snelling
AnnyROTC

John Mikrut, Ben Hubler,David Devillez
and Christopher Cole. Three of these
students won a two year $12,800 scholarshipand are now cadets of the UMR's
Stonehenge Battalion.
Cadet Eddie Brown participated in
Air Assault School at Fort Myers, VA.
Air Assault is two weeks of intense

lations to Brown, who successfully completed all three phases and is currently
the only cadet at UMR to wear the Air
While most college students were
Assault wings.
working at their co-op jobs, going to the
.Two cadets also took part in Airbeach and hanging out with friends this
borne School at Fort Benning, GA, Kirk
summer, UMR Army ROTC Cadets
Junker and Louis Bartels. This school is
were challenging themselves with inthree weeks long and soldiers learn how
tense summer training. ~\1!!'o::J!;r-:--------~p'
to jump out of
Sixteen cadets partici", .('
airplanes and
pated in five different
land safely. A
areas oftraining includtotal of five
ing Camp Challenge,
jumps are made
Air Assault, Airborne,
by each soldier
Advanced Camp and
including one at
Cadet Troop Leader
night. Airborne
Training (CTLT).
School is a very
CampChallenge is
popular summer
located at Fort Knox·.
training'exercise
Kentucky and lasts for
for cadets and
six weeks. This camp is
most cadets at
designed to give stuUMR have the
dents that are consideropportunity to
ing joining Army
attend. Junker
ROTC a chance to Three cadets learn how to load, aim and fire a ground to air and
Bartels
check out the program
graduated from
gun In one of the summer cadet training sessions.
and compete for scholAirborne
photo courtesy of UMR Army ROTC
arships. It is a no obliSchool. UMR
gation leadershiP course that teaches training focused on operations with
now has a total ofseven cadets who wear
about the Army and its traditions. At helicopters. The school encompasses the prestigious jump wings.
Camp Challenge the cadets participate rappelling and sling loading. This is the
Between their junior and senior
in lots of challenging training such as:
year, all Army ROTC cadets must atmost challenging training available to
rappelling, water survival, first aid, ba- cadets, as many active duty soldiers do tend Advanced Camp. This is the most
sic rifle marksmanship. the obstacle not make it through all three phases.
demanding, but probably the most recourse and much more. The UMR Attending the school is an accomplishgraduates of Camp Challenge '97 are ment and an honor in itself. Congratusee Anny on page 19
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FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
INTERVIEWS
2 Scholarships to be awarded:

1 - $250 - Male
1 - $250 - Female
Let us reward you for an outstanding
first year at UMR
Applications can be picked up at the
ticket window in University CenterWest.
Or call 368 - 5303
Deadline for entries is
Monday October 6, 1997
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St. Pat's Com'mittee
excited about new year
by Rudy Williams
St. Pat's Committee
Welcome back everybody to
the cultural center of the world
otherwise known as Rolla The
St. Pat's Committee welcomes the new and the
once new students back
to what seems to be a
very promising year. I
hope everybody had a
great Greek Week and
that your first round of
tests went well. The 90th Annual
Sweatshirt Design Contest went well
and the winners will benotiffed soon.
The parade theme for the 90th
Annual Best Ever St. Pat's Celebration should be out in the next couple
of weeks. The themes are looking
ftm and everybody's help will make

the 1998 St Pat's Parade the best
ever! Speaking offtm, weare beginning to look fornew members for the
St. Pat's committee and we hope
you will all come see us in our
office in the upstairs of UCEast or if you see a greenjacket
orwindbreakerwaJking by. stop
and say, "hi." We don't
bite, contrary to popularbelief.
Hopefully, I
covered everything
you nl;ed to know
and I'll be writing to you next week.
So be prepared when you pick up
yournextMinerbecause I'm in there.
If there are any questions or if you
just wantto talk, please come and see
us at our office and help make the
90th Annual St. Pat's Celebration
the best ever!

TBe C. Ai cal i·t iB S:
()Ct()rJB~ is IM~A(JT M()rltb
by Jennifer Csrlson
UIIRTECHS
October is here again! During this
month, TECHS promotes IMPACT
Month (Intelligent Miners Promoting
Alcohol Concern Together) with other
campus o(ganizations and supports this
year's National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness campaign, Majority Rules.
The idea behind Majority Rules is to
show that most students are making
healthy choices. Promotions for the
national campaign include table tents
placed on campus tables in UCE, TJ and
the Quad, and students can help build a
brick wall on campus nearthe Puck. The
brick wall will help students visualize
the numerous students who are making
healthy choices on our campus. Besure
and stop by the wall and add your brick!
There are numerous IMPACT activities for students to look forward to
. during October. Weekly, TECHS will

support a Menu of Responsible Drinking, which includes tasty treats and
some meaty information. During the
Homecoming gamesal the Puck, TECHS
is hosting a pinata breaking party, called
"Breaking the Habit." Maybe someone
in your organization will have the
strength to bust open the bottle, spilling
out the goodies! In addition, there will
be several programs sponsored during
IMPACT Month, one of which includes a guest speaker from the MADD
organization.
For the athletic type, or the not so
athletic type, TECHS is co-sponsoring,
with M-Club. pur second ann\lal late
night sports tournament, Hot Shots '97
on Friday, October 24. For more information on Hot Shots, keep reading the
weekly TECHnicalities column.
Remember: Swing by the TECHS
table each week to keep updated on the
exciting activities, munch on some goodies and grab some helpful information!

S U BCONSCIOUS
by Diana Alt

SUB
The Student Union Board Variety
Entertainment committee would like to
congratulate its committee member of
the week, Michelle Grace. The
committee's next event will be a show
by Mike Lukas on October 8 at 8 p.m.
in the UC Cafeteria Those of you
attending the Second City Comedy
Troupe show last spring will recognize
Lukas as one of its performers. Also at
this show, the homecoming King and
Queen candidates will.be introduced, so
be sure to come and support your
organization's candidates.
On October I, the Homecoming
King and Queen Tea will be held at
Kappa Sigma fraternity beginning at 7
p.m. Campus Homecoming festivities

will begin on Monday, October 6. Games
will be held each day at the puck beginningat 12:30p.m. and candidate voting
will take place Monday through Thursday at the Puck. The annual Homecoming BBQ will be on Monday, October 6
from II a.m. to 2 p.m. Finally, X~Files
actor William B. Davis will be here at
UMR for a lecture and question and
answer session on October 22 at 8 p.m.
in Leach Theatre. Seating for this show
is limited, so tickets will be required.
Theywere available starting September
30 in the UC ticket office. Student
admission is free and public admission
is five dollars. Only one ticket per
student ID wi II beallowed forthisevent.
If you are interested in joining a SUB
committee or have questions about any
of our events, please stop by the SUB
office (218 UCW) or call 341-4220.
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ABEL BICYCLE SHOP
109 Hwy 63S

368-3234

. Open Monday thru Saturday
9 am- 6pm
Full Selection Of New and Used Bikes
We repair and t:riule on all brands.
Most repairs in one day or less.
Factory trained Mechanic
Layaways
Fuji

*

Iron Horse

*

Titan

*

A GOOD BOOK IS A
GOODFRIEND

~
Miner,

Rolla Bopks
1000 S. Bishop
Rolla, MO 65401
(573) 368-4155
South Hwy. 63

by Brad Neuvil,

~
Th~IVeeke

Bike USA

Nicole S. Rodrig ue:/:
Tenia (ado una vida por de/ante.
Pao ahom, todD eso quedd al rds.
Muata por un conductor borracha
11 de j ulio de 1993
Cutler. CA

Si usted no impide que alguien rnaneje
borracho. (quitn 10 hara? Hag. lado 10
que sea para impedirlo.

NO PERMITA QUE SUS AMIGOS MANElEN BORRACHOS.

SPEED

UN

LIMITED
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~'

Caterpillar is the wo ~s4~gest'lP~ufacturer of construction and mining
equipment, natural gas en!Wi~ and industrial gas turbines, and a leading
global supplier of diesel.'e ngines. Here you' ll have the resOurces, support
and time you need to impl~ment your big ideas, break down paradigms
and achieve exceptional results.

are

located in Peoria, a mid-size city in easy driving distance of both
We
aticago and St. Louis. It's a very comfortable place to live, among the
nation's top cities in both park land percapita ana aIfc1fllable homes. Even
commuting is easy; Peoria is known as the "half-hour city" because
everything, from your work to the symphony to a stroll along the river, is close
by.

If you're interested in moving mountains, stop by our booth at Industry Days
on 9{2.5 or be sure to sign the pre-select schedule at the Career Opportunities office for interviews on 10/16.

ERPILLAR

www.CAT.coln
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Cross Country

Miners do well at home
by Brad Neuville

Assistant Sports Editor
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This weekend both the Miner and
Lady Miner cross country teams will
receive a much needed weekend off.
Their next meet will be the Missouril'
BO'rders State meet hosted by Washington University in SI. Lou is on October
II. This break should help the Miners
heal some nagging injuries for the streatch
run towards regionals.
This past weekend the Min'er
cross country teams held the Eighteenth
annual Miner Invitational which was
held at the UMR Golf Course. Both
teams fared very well wi th the men easily taking first and the women fighting
for a second place finish .
On the men 's side the Miners
were lead by senior Ben Mulvaney for
the fourth meet in a row. Mulvaney's
time of 26:28 on the eight kilometer
course .was good for first place. Junior
Matt Hagen carne in second, crossing
the finish line 26 seconds behind
Mulvaney in 26:54.
Coach Sarah Preston was happy
with how Mulvanev and Hagen finished.
"Ben and Matt looked very strong. I
was glad to see that Matt was able to
run with Ben for most of the race."
Mulvaney also said that Hagen
ran really well. "Having Matt there with
me was really important for us. The
key to the race was having Matt there
with me, I needed him. I've had a hip
injury and haven't been able to run much
lately. Mostly I've just been biking and
swimming. This week was the first week
I've been able to run (in practice) and it
was nice to be able to run with someone
on my own team."
Finishing in sixth place for the
Miners was senior Craig McCauley who
finished in 27:41. Sophmore Kevin
Johnson finished eigth with a time of
27:47 andjunior Josh Sales rounded out
the Miners top five crossing the finish
line in 27:54 good enough for ninth place.

The Miners score of 26 poi nts blew
away the competition.
"We were shooting for first place
and a little better score than what we
got. We accomplished half of our goals,
but I'm still very pleased," said Preston.
On the women 's side the Miners
found themselves in a battle in the five
kilometer race . O nl y 17 points
seperated first pl ace from fourth. SIUEdwardsville won the race with 55
points with the Miners coming in second with 63, only two points ahead of
third place Harding.
Senior Jennifer Frazer again lead
the Lady Miners, finishing in third place
with a time of 19:29. Sophmore Sheri
Lentz took sixth place finishing in 19:37.
She was followed by senior Tracy Jones
in eigth who crossed the line in 19:53.
Junior Sheryl Ziccardi in 22nd place with
a time of20:51 and senior Mindy Settles
in 24th with a 21 :48 rounded 'out the
top five Lady Miners.
Coach Preston had mixed feelings
about the women 's finish.
"We did some really good things
(throughout the race) but we just didn't
finish Quite as well as I'd hoped. It was
better than it could have been and I'm
very pleased with how we stuck with it
. and took second . For awile there I
wasn ' t sure we'd placed that high but
I' m very pleased and relieved," Preston
said.
Frazer, who lead the first part of
the race, knew that the finish was going
to be tough.
"I knew the SIU-Edwardsville girl
(first place Christine Peterson) was going to be there at the end. I've raced
against her bcfore and she always comes
from the pack to finish really strong. At .
the finish I was running with two girls. I
was able to beat one but not the other on
my kick. 1 wish 1 had run a little faster,"
Frazer said.
Frazer also said that teamates
Lentz and Jones had great races. "Tracy·
(Jones) started off excellent and was able

UMR Miners
at
Pittsburg' State
1996-97 Record
UMR:3-8
PIttsburg State: 8-3

£P~/~B.__y
,_~e~r~s~----~T~o
~----~
W
L-~B:

keep up throughout the race. Sheri
(Lentz) had an awesome race, she really
kicked it in at the end."
" I'm supposed to do that, I'm
supposed to have a good kick," Lentz
said when asked about her finish.
"I wasn' t feeling that great at the
start so I hung back a little in the beginnfng. When I began to go at about the
mile and a half mark I was able to pass a
lot of people which is a big psychological help. This year's field was bigger
than last year so it was easier to run,"
Lentz said.
Coach Preston was generally
pleased with both teams. "We are making some good steps in the right direction. We aren't quite where we want to
be yet but overall I'm pleased. This is
really a fun meet with all the a1wnni back
and it being at home."

Miner football to face second
r anked
Pittsburg
State
by Sean Ellis
Staff Writer
The University of MissouriRolla Miners will face the Pittsburgh
State Gorillas on Saturday, October
4, at the Gorilla 's home field in Pittsburgh, Kan. at 7PM . The Miners face
the Gorillas with a 1-3 record after
their second MlAA loss last ·week to
the Washilurn Ichabod·s.
Next week's game is the 51st
match up to pit the Miners against the
Gorillas. Pittsburgh State leads the
series 31-15-4. Should the Miners
win saturday'S game, it would be their
first victory over the Gorillas since
September 15, .1984. Only three offensive starters and fou r defensive
starters return this year for the Goril-

las.

Miner M'a tch-up

Site: Pittsburg, Kan.
Date: Oct. 4, 1997
Tiltle: 7 p.m. COT

Cross Country runners Ben Mulvaney and Matt Hagen compete in the Miner Invitational. Mulvaney
and Hagen finished in first and second place respectively In the meet Sept. 27.
photo by Wendy Hoffman

t c h

UMR: Offense- Matt Brueckner (OS), 81iot Jackson (WR), Jason
Wagoner (TB)
. Defense- Brian Lewis (OL), Jeff Fulks (DB)

The Miners started last week's
game against Washburn slowly. After
recieving the opening kickoff the
Miners ran three quick running plays
to Ed Starks that resulted in a total
gain of nine yards and a punt that left
the Ichabods at the Miner 49 .
Washburn's first offensive attempt
included a couple of rushes for small
gains and a 41 yard sprint by the
Ichabod 's Aaron Battle for the first
score of the game. That score came
only three and a halfminu.tes into the
game. .
The remaining time of the first
.
quarter saw both teams drive unsuccessfully for points. Action continually rocked back and forth between
the Ichabod's and Miners. Both teams
had four more offensive drives each
before the second quarter.
The second quarter opened
with the Miners at third and one on

their own 29 yard line. The Miner 's
first drive of the second quarter resulted in a three yard net loss and a
52 yard punt by David McCormack.
The 1chabod's then countered
with four unsuccessful plays. The
Miner 's got the ball back on their own
44 yard line and began- a slow, five
play, three minute drive that resulted
in a 50 yard field goal attempt by kick
Brandon Risner that would be good,
his career longest field goal. That
would bring the score to 7-3 in favor
of the Ichabod's.
Th Ichaliod's would quickly answer the Miner's score. After a touch'back would start the Icha~od 's on their
own 20 yard line, Ichabod quarterback
Andy Battle would throw a couple of
long passes that would, less than one
minute later, result in an Ichabod
touchdown and successful point after
· attempt, bring the score to 14-3 in
favor of the' Ichabods.
Not .to be outdone; the Miners
would take the kickoff and once again
score. Beginning on his own 35 yard
line, Miner quarterback David
McCorntack slowly drove the Min- .
ers to within three yards of a touchdown. After an illegal procedure call
on fourth and three during a touchdown attempt, Miner coach Jim
Anderson decided to go for the field
goal. Risner would complete the 25
yard kick that would bring the score
to 14-6 in favor of the Ichabods, and
that i.s where the score wouid be entering the second half.
The third quarter opened with
a long offensive drive for the lchabods.

... FoolbtII/ on page 20
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REALLY

BIG · DEAL

by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor

Miner soccer players John Almeida and Matt Long in the recent game against
photo by Boyd Niesen
Rockhurst. The Miners lost by a score of 5-0.

Lady Miner Soccer takes championship
in tournament to play st. 'Joseph's Friday
by Todd Monroe
Staff Writer
The University of ~i ssouri·
Rolla women 's soccer team takes the
field again Friday, Sept. 3, to take on
St. Joseph 's at Rensselaer, Indiana, at 2
p.m. The Lady M iners thus far this
,;eason have suffered only one defeat.
When as ked whether the team shou Id
feel comfortable about their chances for
the fu,1her games ahead, Coach Mark
Salisbury said, " Well, I am not count·
ing any chickens, the second part of the
season is a lot more tough than the first
half, there is a lot more tough competi.
tion, a lot more tough teams. SIU·
Evan sv ille, and Truman State, and
Metro State from Colorado, all top·20
ranked teams in the country... we play
all of them. Then we play Southwest
Missouri State, which is a division I
team. So its going to be a challenge, no
question about it."
The Lady Miners played Tues·
day, Sept. 23 against the University of
Missouri·St. Louis, in Rolla. UMR
claimed a 3"() decision, the first win over
UMSL in Ij! years for UMR.
Amber Fischer scored first, as·
sisted by Niltiilie Sanders and Crissie
Eckhoff, with· a tap·in of a loose ball.
Sanders put up the next points for
UMR from 18 yards out, assisted by
Eckhoff. The third goal was scored
when an Alison Hanson pass bounced
off of an UMSL player into the UMSL
goal. Star1ing lineups included UMR 's
Jen Splaingard, Eckhoff, Hanson, Kim
Hydeman, Tami Bowman, Natalie Sand·
ers, Kell y Thomas, Denise McMillan,
Connie Meyers, Lizz Szkrybalo and
Michelle Johnson. UMS L starters were
Shannon Humphrey, Dianne Erme ling,
Dana Thompson, Windy Ho llan , Car·
ri e Ma rin o , Mic he ll e Hogan. Julie
Re ite r. Je n ny Te r b rock. Beth
Ostermeyer, Diane Poh Iman "nct

L- --- .- . -

- -

~ ~-.-.----..-

Samantha Groshoff. " It was a tremen·
dous win for our team, we played very
well, it was just a great night for our
soccer program,"said Salisbury.
The women are heading into this
Friday's matchup fresh off another
tournament championship thi s past
weekend . The UMR team was the only
team competing which ended the tour·
nament with a 2·0 record giving the Lady
Miners the first place des ignation .
Sal isbury said, " The tournament ended .
up being pretty tough. Even' Baker,
who lost both games, wasn ' t a push·
over by any means. It was a very good
tournament."
Their first game w as aga inst
Roekhurst, on Saturday, Se pt. 2 7.
UMR came out with the 1·0 victory in
front of the home crowd. The one goal
of the game was contributed by Lady
Sanders, assisted by Eckhoff off of a
rebound during the second period of
. play. Starting players for UMR in·
c1uded Splaingard, Eckhoff, Hanson,
Hydeman , Bowman, Sanders, Lori
Douglas,
McMillan , .Meyers·,
Szkrybalo and Johnson. Rockhurst's
starting lineup included Joan Fitzgerald,
Christi Rinella, Megan Paisley, Colleen
Simpson, Christy Drovillard, Christine
Bischof, Chris Layton, Robyn Colvin,
Kate Kammerer, Mephan Hock and
Kristie Morgan. Salisbury said of the
game, " Rockhurst is very good; they
are a top NAJA program, next year they
are going to be a div·ision II program,
and ri ght away they are going to be a
tough division II program. We played
well enough to beat them, we didn 't
p layas we ll as we can play, b ut
Rockhurst is a very physical team, and
thcyreall y beat us up, and that made it
tough . The) ' re big and th ey' re strong
and \\ c · , ·.. ,real big team. If a big

leam C"
Ja ~

'

we can have a tough

,
. 'n l

of the touma·

ment wils Baker, which UMR played on
Sunday, Sept 28. The ladies were able
to emerge victors once again after being
down I"() at halftime before rallying for a
5·2 win. Baker University's StacyCopp
opened the scoring with an unassisted
goal five minutes into the game from a
clearing pass. Fifty·five scoreless min·
utes ensued. before UMR scored three
goals in under 10 minutes. This collec·
tion of goals was begun by a pai r ofgoals
from Splaingard in under two minutes,
both assisted by Sanders, the fi rst com·
ing via a head I:>all off a comer kick and
the second after a feed in front. The third
UMR goal was contribulCd by Szkrybalo
after a crossing pass, assisted by Sand·
ers. Copp countered for BU from 12
yards out with an assist from Wendy
Schleicher. Nearing the 85 minute mark
of play, Sara Rudy bolstered the Lady
Miner score, assisted by Eckhoff after a
cross from the comer and tap in. Three
minutes later, Amber Fischer upped the
UMR score to five with a cross and shot,
assisted by Splaingard. Salisbury said
that the team wasn' t playing very well,
and that part of their problem was the
tough game against Rockhurst.
.'
" Rockhurst beat the heck out of .',
us in the first game BJ:Id we were tired ~~.
little bit. I think Baker was really mOli,
vated to win, so that combined. We pel>"_' ,
pered the mot out of them and gave uP.'
an easy go'a1. We just had to keep play]·'··
ing hard and in the second half things..
started to click, and goals stai1ed to com;'::a nd they came in bunches, " sai
l~.
Salisbury.
Starters for UMR were Spaingard<.~
Eckhoff, Hanson, Bowman, Douglas:1.
Thomas, Sanders, McMillan, Meyers: '
Szkrybalo and Johnson. BU starters ;.
were composed ofNatalie McClain, Amy
Taylor, Lacey ~ones, Copp, Julie Vasilus,
Jill Stanteau, Kathl" Sm ith, UaS hon
English, Schleicher, Andi Graves and
Lindsay Bodine .

Just as soon as I opened my big mouth in last week 's column about
there bei ng no blockbuster deals or signings in this year's NBA off·season,
the Seattle SuperSonics, Milwaukee Bucks and C leveland Cavaliers decide
to make me put my foot squarely into my mouth.
Last week's trade involving the aforementioned teams is one that is
rarely seen in the NBA. Ofte n, when teams elect to trade big·name, all·star
players, they often do it to unload salaries and receive depth, if not im·
mense ski!!, at needy positions. This deal, however, involves a total offour
N BA All·Stars.
Here is a short run-down on the trade. The SuperSonics will receive
power forward Vin Baker from the Bucks. The SuperSonics then dealt
disgruntled star Shawn Kemp to the Cavaliers. Then the Cavaliers sent
point guard Terrell Brandon and Tyrone Hill to the Bucks. The Bucks then
sent point guard Sherman Douglass to the Cavaliers. The Bucks will also
. receive the Cavaliers first round draft choice in 1998 unless they qualify for
one of the first 10 draft selections.
Despite the uniqueness of this trade, it is far from surprising. Kemp
was almost certain to be traded after declaring last spring that he had worn
a SuperSonics jersey for the last time. The only hang·up in the dealing of
Kemp was finding a team that had enough salary cap room to sign him. The
Cavaliers were one of the only teams in the league with enough money to fit
him in under the cap.
The Bucks entered the fray because the Cavaliers really had nothing
to offer to Seattle. The SuperSonics already have a star point guard in Gary
Payton and didn 't need another in. Terrell Brandon who is really the only
player that would have been included. Therefore the Bucks sent an AlI·Star
power forward to the SuperSonics to fill the gap left by Kemp and received
Brandon and a solid power forward in Hill .
As ESPN Radio's Quinn Buckner put it, "This was a hell of a deal
for everybody! " There lies a great deal of difficulty in analyzing who got
the best deal in this trade. The Cavaliers received what they have been
sorely lacking in the past few years, some high powered offense. Sherman
Douglass should fit in well with the new Cavaliers, he knows how to dish
. the ball to an All·Star power forward. The Cavaliel'$, oftentimes the most
boring team in the NBA, got an excellent offensive kick. The only problem
could come if the Cavaliers are unable to keep the sometimes volatile Kemp

}

Miner In

Miner In'

see Big on page 20

Soccer shut out by Rockhurst
M cC o y, M a tt Long and Jeff
Hougland. Rockhurst started play·
ers Mike Hill, Doug Grojean, Pow·
The University of Missouri· ers, Shaw, Andreasen, Olivas, Mike
Rolla men 's soccer team travels to Thei s , Phil T heis, Pat Lawler,
Rensselaer, Indiana this Friday, Sept.
Schoen and Mike Silin .
3, accompanied by the women 's
A red card was issued to
team to take on St. Joseph's. The
Rockhurst player Hill, while yellow
UMR men 's team has bea ten St.
cards were issued to Rockhurst's
Joseph 's the ' las t two times they coach, Lawler and Grojean, and to
have met.
IJMR 's Long.
The Miners played ' Friday,
Coach Mark Salisbury said
Sept. 26 against Rockhurst, which
of the game, " Rockhurst is one of
is reportedly one of the top college the best teams in the country at any
soccer teams in the nation . The
level, and I think we were a little
Miners came out on the losing end
afraid. We were more worried about
ofa 5"() decision.
them than we were worried about
At the 36 minute mark
us" We never really stepped up and
Rockhurst 's Chad Fuerstein, as·
said ' We are going to try to compete .
sisted by Kevin Powers scored off with you . ' We did for small
ofa head ball on a cross. This was S1retches, but not for very long. That
followed by a goal from C hris . played into their hands. They got a
McTigli e, ass isted by Thomas couple of goals that came from us
Andreasen, to leave the score 2-0 at ju st not paying attention to what
the half. Andreasen scored in the was going on on the field , and with
second hair' from 12 yards out, as·
all that said, we are just going to
sisted by Kevin Schoen . Less than
treat it as sort ofa hiccup and go on.
a minute later, it was Schoen 's tum
We are not one of the best teams in
to score an unassisted goal in c lose the country, aod you can ' t expect
after a steal . The final goal of the us to play with one of the best teams
'game was by Carlos O livas, tapped
in the coun try right now. We have a
in off of a feed, the assist going to
lot of things to work on, to get bet·
Mi ke Shaw.
ter at, and that doesn ' t change the
Starters included the Mine r's
fact that W 6 beat Southern at South·
John Alm eida, Bri an Kosc ie lskl, em and UMSL here. Those were
Mike Keife r, Na thao Wojt iewicz,
good wins and we j ti~ need to keep
As hl ey Du pree, A lan McMaho n,
see Soccer on page 20
Conor Mag";, Chris Leonard, Gevan

by Todd Monroe

Staff Writer
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Comics

(

DAVE

That's Jake

\ SHALL Nor RE 5T
UNTIL \ RIO 1HIS I€RRITORy

Of SLow PL.A.Y!

by David Miller

WHAi'? WrrH 1H£
HOLDUP? I THOUGHT

HEY PAVE. W~'~E HER(:!
,

~

you

\oo/E:12~ 60NNA
"]f;T A NE'W !??~<?;o
G£J~lLl l'J(O

Rf"COFtD.

.,
TRUE!

'Uh, Ralph, does it ever occur tb you
that you might be takin' this part-time
job just a little too seriously?'

,...

...

_.
by Daryl Cagle

Bany didn't live in a tough
neighbomood, just a rude
one,

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

u.s.

The
Food and Drug Aclministrafjon considers
a 700-gram can of mushrooms "acceptable" if it
contains no more than 20 maggots, up to five maggots
that are 2 millimeters long (or longer) or 75 mites.

MINER ADJUSTMENTS .
Jo,

I W~S 77UJ(JAi6

T() (;£,A/ £A~lI£~J
AND HE 54 I Do,.

WELL~

ItuAS ArmIS F;fATE/(/lJ7Y

~/UrY A'16J./r ~~r()tfe SCI/OOL

..5rr1~rcD" .Ai'VlJ c!Vc~y bUY /

Mer W.AS C,I/T F,.f oft) TNE
Y€t1H, DIDN'T I
T€LL. YOU HOW
/ fiI)£T 6E tV?

£,~,.1 CT S A!YJc ,1'70C-D, ..

Bye.James
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FACTOI~S!

•

The Miner is charging a $0.25 fee for
every gossip submission to The Miner.
There are envelopes on The Miner Submission Box outside the. office in 103A
Norwood Hall.
D;d yo u know
Yourtelevision req'uires 35 different minera ls?
Gem

Candice and Carl,
Who left their weiner on the floor?

We lovethenew Quad dog! Welcome to
Rolla Ruff or Rambo
HAPPY BIRTHDAYSnug, only seven more days!!!!!
George J.

Quad Staff is the best anywhere!!!

Joella,
We should chair more programs together. How about doing the food for
some conference?
Jon

L

"Good thing it didn't ram the L..--_ _ _. _ _ _ _ _-J
boat."
"I liked the old Ethel better."

•

An animal epidemic is called an epizootic.

•

Murphy 's Oil Soap is the chemical most commonly used to clean elephants.

Stewardesses and reverberated are the two longest words (12 letters each) that
can be typed us ing only the left hand . The longest word that can be typed using
only the right hand is loll ipop. Skepticisms is the longest word that alternates hands.
•

P

Campus Gossip

M

EKE
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• The underside of a horse's hoof is called a frog. The frog peels
off several times a Yl!ar with new growth.

There were no squirrels on Nantucket Island, Massachusetts until 1989.

•

All porcupines float in water.

TIle only I S letter word thai can be spelled without repeating a letter is
uncopyrightable.

Non-dairy creamer is flammable.

•
The airplane BuddY Holly died in was the "American Pie." (Thus the name of the Don
Mclean song.)
The only nation whose name begins with an "A" but doesn't eod in an "A" is
•
Afghanistan.

•

FKetious and abstemious contain all the vowels in the correct order, as does
•
arsenious, meaning "containing arseIIK."

•

EaCh king in a deck of playing cards represents a pat kin; from bistory. Sp.des - Kina
David, Clubs - Alexander the Great, Hans - CbuIemanp and ~ • Julius

Caesar.
•

•
Emus and kangaroos cannot walk bKkwards and are on the Australian coat of
arms for thai reason~
•

Cats have over 100 vocal sounds, while dogs only have about 10.

The word for "dog" in the Australian

abori&inal

lansuqe

Mbabaran happens .to be "dog."
•
All elephants waik on tip-toe, because the b8ck portion of their
foot is made up of all fat and no bone.

• Came"" milk does not curdle.
•

In every episode of "Seinf«;ld" there is a Superman somewhere.
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•
The reason firehouses have circular stairways is from the days of yore when the engines
were pulled by horses. The horses were stabled on the ground floor and figured out how to
walk up' straight staircases.
•

TIle "save" icon on Microsoft Word shows a floppy disk, with t1ie shutter on '
backwards.

Manuel

from page 7
•

• The San Francisco Cable cars are the only mobile National

•

()ctc~

Army

The United States has never lost a war in which mules were used.

A duck's quack doesn' t echo, and no one knows why.
A group of geese on the ground is a gaggle, a group of geese in
the air is a skein.
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Manuel
from page "5
wants to be well-rounded. they will
become that," Manuel said,
Third, Manuel thinks that class
sizes are too large to promote creativity.
He would rather have small classes that
consist of dialogue between the students and teacher rather than lecture. He
wants for students to come to class, ask
questions and have discussions in order
to figure things out and learn from each
other. With large class sizes, students
do not feel as comfortable doing this.
"Students should ask questions when
they don 't understand something. When
students don't ask questions, they protect their igrlonlnce. They don ' t wantto
look foolish," Manuel said.
All things considered, it would be .
difficult to change the fact that society
requires that students be graded, educational institutions must have course requirements in orderto be accredited and
with the large enrollment at universitiesacross the nation, small classes are virtuaHy impossible.
So, what is the key to protecting
your creativity? "To protect your creativity, you have to be pro-active because the system isn't set up to help
you," Manuel said.
In order to do this, Manuel stresses
two ideas. One is to ask questions. A
student in Manuel's class often hears
him say, "Are there any questions? If
you don't understand something, ask
questions."
Theotherideaisdiscussion. "There
isn't anything that prevents you from
having adiscussion group on any issue,"
Manuel said.
With all this in mind, the challenge
to students is to achieve creative J:>appiness. According to Krishnamurti, "Creative happiness is for all and not for the
few alone. You may express it in one
way and 1 in another, but it is for aiL"

. Army

ngines
lOW to

Don

'A" is

,(dIeir

1997--------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------Nlisso~riIvliner
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EE Building
from page 2 ,
for the 21 st century," Stanek said .
"Our students will benefit because
they will have access to the most
modem electrical engineering facilities in the state.
"But in the long run, society
will benefit, because our graduates
will be equipped with the knowledge
and expertise they need to enter the
highly skilled engineering work force
of the next century."
Someofthe"nextcentury"techno logy that Stanek refers to includes
subjects such as electromagnetic
compatibility, VLSI (very large scale
integration), design forcircuitchips,
variable speed drives, microcomputer applications, programmable
logic controllers and wireleSs communication. The renovations to the
building are designed to let UMR
students tackle these subjects and
more.
To students outside the electrical engineering department, these
topics may seem abstruse to say the
least Thespecific facilities available

Harassment
from page 1
warrant campus notification.
No one should have'to feel "helpless to report the problem" of harassment or any other crime. That is exactly
why the police department and Judicial
Officer staff exists: to prevent such
occurrences from happening orcol\tinuing.

It claims p;ood people.

TREAT DEPRESSION
CO (HI~t

r-f S\l1( dp

http://www.save.org

Leader Training (CTLT). This program is for cadets who have just
from page 7
completed Advanced Camp. CTLT
demanding, but probably the most gives cadets the opportunity to live
rewarding summer training that 'a the life of a lieutenant for three
cadet will go through. This last weeks. Cadets take over the leadersummer approximately 4,000 ca-' ship of a platoon . They learn what
dets from across the nation attended it is like to be a platoon leader and all
oneofthe 13 regiments ofAdvanced of the work and responsibility that
Camp located at Fort Lewis, WA. goes along with it. Thisisextremely
Cadets are evaluated on their lead- interesting and informative training
ership and learn a lot about them- that a cadet can participate in before
selves. It is truly a character build- becoming an officer. At CTLT,
ing experience. Two of the five cadets are treated with the respect
weeks of training are spent out in the given an officer and become a part
field . The field training focuses on of the unit to which they are asinfantry tactics which ROTC uses signed. Cadets have free time on
asatooltoevalu~teleadership. Some nights and weekends, giving them
of the other training includes hand an oppertunity to interact socially
grenades, gas chamber, rifle marks- with other cadets and the officers.
manship, field artillery and land from UMR, the following cadets
navigation. UMR is proud to have participated in CTLT in different
,10 graduates of Advanyed., Camp branches at various forts across !he
'97 : Brife Bickett, Margaret country: Snelling (Ordnance, Ft.
Snelling, Jenni Nannini, Brett Stewart, GA), Jelinek (Armor, Ft.
Adams, Carla Roth, Eric Jelinek, Riley, KS), Bull (Signal, Schofield
Junker, Anita Bull, Malt Michler, Barracks, HA) and Bickett (Chemiand Rebecca Chavis. This was the cal Corps, Ft. Polk, LA).
firsttime in many years that all other
UMR Army ROrC strives for
cadets attending Advanced Camp excellence and cadets are continufrom UMR made it all the way to ally pushing themselves to new Iimgraduaiion.
its and meeting new challenges.
Four out of the 10 UMR Ad- UMRArmy ROTC is very proud of
vanced Camp '97 graduates had the all of the cadets 'in the Stonehenge
opportunity to attend Cadet Troop Battalion.
'

The new addl,t ion to the electrical engineering building which will be rededicated with the
original section on October 10 as the Emerson Electric Company Hall.
photo by We~dy Hoffman
hall. The changes will also provide more
space for faculty offices and ensure that
the department will be able to store '

due to the renovations are much more
concrete. Students will have access to
renovated laboratories and anew lecture

Irradiation

Does this mean people will buy
them? Dr. Mueller says yes. "Hawaii
from page 2
shipped processed papayas to Califorvalue? Extensive research by the World nia but before shipment some of the
Health Organization, the Joint Experts papayas were given a hot ...ater treat~
Committee of the Food and Agriculture -ment, which killed the bacteria and frUit
Organization and the International flies,"hestated. TheotherswereirradiAtomic Energy Agency has shown that ated." After reaching the supermarkets,
below a certain radiation dosage, food~ consumers bought 10 irradiated papaare not affected and the taste and nutri- yas for every 11 sold," Mueller says.
"The Food and Drug Administrational value is not changed.
Does that mean the foods are radio- tion in the U.S. has approved the radiaactive? No,! "This is one of the miscon- tion of foods since the 1960's but the
ceptions of irradiation," Dr. Mueller practiceisnotyetusedinlargedegrees,"
stated. The irradiation process consists Muellerstated . '''Canada has been using
oftaking foods such as potatoes, spices, it for 40 years and 40 other countries
fresh fruits, red meats, dried vegetables, now irradiate over 50 food commodities.
fish and poultry and irradiating them The process is safe and effective, now all
with gamma rays from a radioactive we need is to convince the food, indussource.
try ."

,

DISCOUNT S M 0 KE SHOP
708 N Bishop Ave
(Above Domino's)
368-4200
Hours: Monday.thru Saturday
'
Sunday

7 am -.8 em
11 am - 5 pm

-Cigarettes!
-Imported Cigarettes!
. -Cigars!

-Pipe Tobacco!
-Accessories!
-And Much More
'*FREE CAR TON GIVEN A WAY EVERY WEEK *
(No Purchase Necessary, Visit Store For Deta ils)

"WE SMOKE TH~ COMPETITION!"
. ~'QMING

SOON: Wi\. LK _ IN HUMIDOR
.. ______ .

chemicals in a way that is acceptable
to environmental enforcement organizations.

Exhaust
from page 1
and its engine that passes through the
flight corridor," Whitefieldcommented.
As a resul t, the project includes everyone from weather forecasters and air
traffic controllers to scientists.
The study begins with ' the DC-8
operating from Bangor, Maine, gathering test data from an airmass anticipated
to traverse the Atlantic through the
Organized FlightTrack. The Falcon will
fly through that same air mass as it
passed through, ilie eastern end of the
North Atlantic Flight Corridor.
To provide the basis for comparison that the scientists need, it is necessary to track the air sample from start to
finish , Hagen commented. "This is someth ing you couldn't do if you measured
the air mass only on one side of the
ocean," Hagenexplained,"Y.ou'd always
betryingio guess what the original state
of the clean paroel air was."
After the initial study in Maine,
theDC-8wilijointheGermanFalconin
Ireland. Nearthe flight track, Shannon,
Ireland provides an ideat base of operations. "We also have exceptional cooperationfromtheflightcontrollers/' comments Whitefield.
Thisjoint campaign will overcome
some of the previous challenges the
scientists have experienced to date.
During the early test campaigns, they
discovered that tht pollu~ion from the
aircraft exhaust spreads further than
they had anticipated. "that means we
could never get out i~to clean air in the
studies that we were doing with the
range of the aircraft we had," Hagen
explained. "This time the research aircraft will fly through the entire air mass
betwoen Iceland and the Azores, islands
off the coasr.of Morocco."
Scientists from the U.S., the NeL'lerJands, Switzerland, France, England,
N ,rway and Germany are participating
i.1ttiisjoint 30-day campaign. "This is
t Ie cream of the cream ofEuropel\l1s in
his field puttogether," Whitefield said,"
It's a real honor for us to. be invited to

;"""'.;..~'i. ..... ~;;....,;..._...;,.~________ ..... _-_:..:_-_:_-.:,,_:..::..;..;..:.:..:.~.:;..::.'j.i.::~~~.~.;;,•.~~;-....r~,,-,:,-~:-:--,,:::,;,,:?o-:~:a:;..i.-="::'4';.:,.~';;~~~:~.~""'Y..."~~._"_"_.~ii:"'J!,~
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Football

touchdown of their own . AJicr :-;Iarl lllg

at their own 14 yard line MCCOnllilCk
struggled to get the Miners out of their
own territory.
On the sixth play of the drive
McCormack handed the ball to Miner
running back Ed Starks who ran the ball
67 yards to the end zone for a Miner
touchdown a little under two and a half
minutes remaining in the quarter. Risner.
would complete the point after attempt
that would bring the score to 20-13 in
favor of the Ichabods. That would be
the score going into the final quarter of
the game.
The Ichabods would have the ball
opening the fourth quarter. Both tearns
ran unsucessful scoring attempts to open

from page 10
After running 16 plays that would
result in a net gain of61 yards and would
drain over seven minutes off the clock,
Ichabod kicker Chad Todd missed a 3 I
yard field goal attempt.
The Miner's second halfopening
offensive drive would result in an interception by Ichabod Jason Marshall. af. ter catching the ball he ran 29 yards to
the end zone that would bring the score
to 20-6 in favor of the lchabod 's after an
unsportsmanlike condut plenalty and a
blown point after attempt by Todd.
Inspired once again by an Ichabod
score, UMR would soon answer with a

I'RI:-':CII'LES

"I

SOl.':'\n

the final quarter. These dri ves would run .
a little over 10 minutes olrth'! clock before Ichabod running bac:, Willie Sapp
would run the ball four yards to the end
zone for the final scoring play of the grune.
That touchdown would bring the score
to 27-13 in favor of the Ichabods.
Both teams once again ran unsuccessful offensive drives before the game
would finish . The final score was 27-13
in favor of the Ichabods.
Statistically, the Miners were
crushed by the Ichabods. The lchabods
had double the amount of net rushing
yardage of the Miners with 288 yards.
The Miners had a total of 275 yards in'
the game, while the Ichabods netted 478
total yards.

RETIREME~T

l:-':\,ESTI~G

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
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hen it comes to planning a comfort-
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create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.

America's best and brightest count on
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we're the world 's largest retirement

growth opportunities of our variable invest-
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Visit
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from page 10
plugging away, and rebuild our confidence. We are a .very good team.
We ' re young, we have got a lot of
inexperience on the field . Eight of
our II starters are ei ther freshmen' or
sophomores . So we are still really
young and we just have to keep building. Some days your not going to
play well, some days you ' re going to
lose, and y ou just have to ·play
through it, and keep working on the
big picture. That is what we are going to do. We can learn a lot from
that game, and we are going to. We' re
going to train three times thi s week,

f'

and really tear the game apart, blCl
it down, and look at the things tlu
we did well , and the things w
didn'\."
.
_____
When Salisbury was ask~
•
about thoughts on the games that II!
in the the Miner's future, he Said ~
"One of our goals is to win the too
ference and to ~in twelve gamesthj
~~cH
year. Twelve wms has only been don
"{.. ~",
once before in the soccer program
and we ' ve never won the confercne
before. Other than that we ' re jill i<"f /~"r;:,,,,
concentrating on trying to play weU ~
! '~ . "
If we can do that we may be ableb
~~
accomp Iish our goals. We are goinl
lo',~~,~J
to concentrate on having 1I great YCi
not just one game (Rockhurst)."

Big
from page 10
happy in Cleveland.
The Bucks made this move', because of their dire need for more
rebounding and more play making,and because they firmly believed thai
Baker would opt out of his contract in 1999. Brandon will be an excellent
addition to a young, but highly talented, Bucks backcourt of Ray Allen
and Glenn Robinson. Hill will bring his 9.9 rebounds per game to a Bucks
frontline sorely needing a prolific rebounder. The Bucks will also get
another draft pick in :lext year 's draft which they could use to bring in
more interior help. The pressure to' perform has now been placed squarely
on Robinson 's shoulders . . If he can handle the pressure and continue to
improve the Bucks will be an exiting and dangerous team.
The SuperSonics may have gotten the shortest end of the stick in
the deal, but only by default. Seattle had to deatKemp. He was disgruntled with the Sonics and had said that he would not report to camp. In
Baker the Sonics got a 25 year old three-time All-Star who is not in the
final year of his contract. Not to mention that he averaged 21.0 points and
10:3 rebounds per game last season. Seanle basically traded one young
talented All-Star poser .forward for another. But, as SuperSonics coach
George. Karl said, "I think in a lot of ways our mental health got better
today, our focus got better today."
Payton should be a big help to Baker who has never had an All-Star
. caliber point guard to get the ball from. The Sonics should flourish with
Baker who is similar in style to Kemp but may possess a little more
outside range which could help the Sonics spread the defense. The only
problem is that Baker may still elect to opt out of his contract in 1999 and,
because of the multi-year signings of Payton and center Jim Mcilvaine,
the Sonics would be in no position to resign him.
In general, each team involved in this deal got what they were
looking for. The Cavaliers got some excitel)1ent, the Bucks got some play
making and the SuperSonics got a happy locker room. In the short run,
the Cavaliers and Sonics may have gotten the best deal, but don't be
surprised if fiVe years down the road we look back at this trade and say
the Bucks got the best deal.
If you have any comments, questions, or ideas you can reach me 81
bjn@umr.edu.
'
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To learn more about the world 's pre-

solutions to America's long-term planning

stock investing for retirement planning.
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when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.

on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
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Ensuring the t'atuft
for those who shape it.'"
°Based on a survey conducted in 1995 by an irKk~ndenl orpni.ution in which 96% of rnpondenl5 ex~ ovenll a.alisfactlon with TIAA ~ CREF.
oOTIM is one: of only a handful of comp.,"~ ,hal cur~nll'y hold the highHI ~rk l rrom ,he nation ', Juding independent rolling ~enciH (or st.ability.
sound invnunt'nts, c bim,.~ying ability. and O'IIer.t.1I financialmength: AH (Superior). A,J\l BHt Co.: MA, Duff & Phelps.: Ao.a. Moody', Invnton
Sc-rvice: AAA. Standard and Poor'l. TIAA'I gu..nmlt"t'l are backed by ill daims·paying.ability. Thew r.t.tings ofTIAA as an insur.ance ~pany do noc
apply 10 CREF. CREF ceniflcalH are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and InatituttonaJ ~. Inc. F« mort' complete in(onn;uion. inchtding
chargn and c:xpen~ call I 800 8042~733. eXlnuion 5509. (or a J>""»p«IU.. Re'Mllhe pto&p«1UI carefully bd'Oft you invn.t or M'nd money.
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Comll101

csplllr AK S&NI
Slf1I-Up 11,'11\00.1 PRS.QPEN
o".ol lnll':l'V18W 1007
M'Im eHE [LEC MECH [MAN MET
.IJIlUDum CPA 2450 MU ll be JUll lOf $t.1IU1 r ~u nduir
SICII'UP relu-t 9123197 DEADLINE IO/I:Y.li 8AM
WORK t.OCATION MIDDLETOWN, OHI O
stART 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

OompIllY Aleo Control.
Slrll'Up Method: Optn
Cale oIlnlel'V18W 10106
MljOf$ CMPS
Mlllllllum CPA 2460 MII.5I " JUIIIOC" Senior IlI.lndmr
SlJll'UP ,..1eued Sl22J97
DEADLI NE 10I3J97 SAM
Work LocIUOII ' 5t Lolita, Mluolln
,
START 1ST CO·OP WORK JANUA RY 1998 TH ROUGH SUMMER 1998
JOB DESCRIPTIO N AVAILABLE CO·OP OFFI CE 303 0 NOR WOO D HALL

CG III~~~! of ~II~:;'II:: C;O~ AIn,rlt.

SIIII'"P Method. PRS·OPEN

M.ton [LEC
USIl'frm
MlilUlIlI lJI CPA

:I 360 Mu. ..! be SophotllQrt! JunIor

. tlnwni

SIID'UP ",Iu~ 9116197 Du dhn fO 9123197 8.m
Work LOCiliaD DIVIDpor1 , law,
START 1ST CO,OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANO/OR MA" 1998
~ 6 MI NUTE; IlI.'TERVIEWS

.

"

!d for III.l"

elievt<l Q:
anexcellt
fRay ~

etoaBucI;
~lJalso

Comp.nr ~ Indu5tIVS
Slrn'up Melhod PRS-OPEr\
D.I.ollnLervlew 10107
All"," EMAN
MIDlmu m CPA 2 ~ 60 MUll be Sophomore Juolor Seolor "'odiDr
SI~D 'UP ttl\U~ 911619 . Dndhne 912319. 8AM
Work localioD Sr-d.b., t.huoun
START 1ST CO,OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
AMSTED WILL RAVE AN INFORMATION DROP-I N Tund.y, SEPT ~3,
fROM IIAM - IPM ANYONE I"''-ERESTED IN AMSTED INDUSTR IES
Ct\N STOP BY fOR MORE INFORMATION liCE ROOM 2 1S MISSOURI

OOM

Anh Busch - ~ rroup.
D~lfoiloLeI'\II!'"
1MB
r.t~Jon CIVL ELEC EMA!':
Muumuill CPA 2 ~ SO Mu't

CumP,IIIY

SII/n-UI' Method

OpeD

MECH CMPS
bto SojJhomoro Juolor ~olor 1IIIImnr
SIIII,ul' ttlu~ 9r.!~""7 DEADLI~E 9129197 BAM
WORK LOCATIOX ST LOl'IS MO-PICK UP JOB DESCRIPTION AT THE
CO-OP OfC START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSIOX JANUARY 1998
ESeR SERV CROUP MANUfACTURIr\C SYSTEMS CROUP. ESTIMAING
CROl'P, POWER AND CO:"'-ROLS . CIVL ELEC EM AN MECH CMPS
INrORM,\TION MEETINC 9130 6 30-7 30 ~06 MCNUTT HALL
Cllmp.n) Anb Bu~h·l·1I1 Aft-ELEC.CIVL,CHE ,ME SI\:D-U I' Method OpOD
0.1(' of IDlfl'\l"" 10101
MIJors: CHE CIVL ELEC EMAN MECH
MJnlmUID GPA ~ 460 Mulo!. b. Junior Stomor Grad Stu IIlIndtrr
Sirn·Up tt:luse.d 912~197 DEADLINE 9f.!9J97 8AM
WORK LOC.~TIOS ST LOUIS. MISSOURI
IXf'ORMATIOl' MEETIt-;C 9130 206 MC:-:UTT HALL 630·730
JOB D~CRIPTIO:-:S AVAILABLE AT THE: CO-OP OFFICE, 3030 NORWOOD
HALl'TILITY AFr AIRS CHE CIVL El.EC EMAil.' MECH
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JAN 1998
Slen,ulJ Method OPfn
COlllllln1 Anh · Bu..,h Corl'Orllf Enllnt'fnn!;
O.t.t of Inl~tvIew IOJUI
M'Jo", CI\'L El.EC MECH
Mlnlmurn GPA :! 4. SO Must be JUllior
Illndm~
SIKn'up rtif'Ut,d 9f.!2197 DEADLINE 91!9f.l7 8AM
WORK LOCATION ST LOllIS, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORI, SESSIOl" JANll.-\RY 1998
CORPORATE ENC INEERING CIVL ELEC MECH
INfORMATION MEETINC FOR 9130 - 206 MCNUTT 630-730
PICK UP JOB DESCR IPTION AT THE: CO·OP OFFICE
CompillY AohBu..,h·ProJed Enrintennr Group ' Sten,"p Mt th¢
Open
O.l. of InllrvleW 10101
MI,OI'li MECH CHE
llSIPenn
MllllmulD CPA 2 ~ 50 MUll! be Sophomo,.... JUllior i l.llmlll
Slrn,"p roiolad 9f1~197 DEADLINE 91'29197 8AM
WORK LOCATION ST LOU IS, MO 4. 6 MI NUTE INTERVIEWS
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFIC E 11122·
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANU ARY 1998
PROJECT ENG INEERING GRO UP· MECH CHE PICK UP J OB DESCR IP
TI ON CO ·OP OFC-INFORMATION MEET ING 9130 20G MCNUTT 630.7-30
Compnr

Baner Healthtlre
SIP-UP Melhod: PRS-OPEN
olloletvlew' 101!!1
MlJOu' CHE ELEC EMM.' MECH CHEM
Mllum ulD CPA: ! ~ 50 MUll be Sophomore JIIDio r lI.udin,.
SzID 'UP relalled 912v.t7 DEADLI NE 91'l9197 8AM
Wo rk I..oeI UOO MOlllltll1l HOIllI, Arklu..
START 1ST CO-OP WO RK SESSION JANUAR Y 1998
BA~"'ER IS REQUI RIN G EACH STUDENT TO PI CK UP A BROCHURE AND
READ IT BEFORE !NTERVIElW AND LOOK AT ANNUAL REPORT,

01110

J19 0n'l

tdeand

ItlIch mc

BHP Minfr.P
&p-up Mr.thod PRS-OPE N
01110 of lolco tview
101"-8
M.lO" MET CHE
MInimum GPA; 2.000 MIIII hi JUIlIOf'S...uor ItIDcbnl
Slln ·up relined 9123197 DEADLI NE 10II-I1978AM
WORK LOCATION RENO , NEVADA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFO RMATI ON MEETING ON OCTOBER 27 . DETAILS
ANNOUNCED LATER

CompaDr Clrri1llncorpo~led
Sip-up Mfthod· PRS-OPEN
D.l4IlIf Inlervilw: 10116
Mlloni' cm: MECH
USlPcrm
MlII1.IIlum GPA: 2.960 MQlt hi JUlUDr . Itlndinl.
DEADUNE 10f.U97 8AM
Slfn'IIP releaH<l. 9/2.4197
Work IOC:luon- Midwut
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 13, 1997 7·8PM
MARK TWAI N ROOM , UCE START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAY!
JUNE 1998 NOT A SUMMER JOB· CO-OP POSITIONS
CoIDPID1: ClLerpillar
Stftl-qp Method Opell
Dlleof IDlervleW. 10130
fohl OU' MECH ELEC:: CHE MET CMPS
Minimu m OPA: ~ . 7 60 MUll he Sophomore JUnIor SenIor Crl d Stl Ddtlll .
Slrn-up released 1019197 DEADUNE IQl161.J7
WOR K LOCATION' PEORIA, ILLI/l:OIS
I HOUR INTERVIEWS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
1998 SESSION DATES JANUARY 20-MAY 8
AUGUST 24-DECEMBER II
Inform Il ion meetlDr 10129197 DoulIll Innounced lale r -PIZZA SERVED
Comp'lI)' Cr.mH CorponUOn
Stp-UP Melhod. PRS-OPEN
Ollf or InLervlfw 10109
M'J0rl ELEC CMPS MGTS AMTH
Min imum CPA_ 2960 MUll be Sophomore Junior I lInd!.nc
Sirn-up role lied 9/18197 eeldhu 91'l6197 8AM
Work i..oel\lo n Klannl City, MO
itll rl 1ST ea-op wnrk IU~OI1 J ANUAR Y 1998, MAY/JUNE 98 OR
AUGUST 98 INFOf(MATION MEETINC OCT 8. 6-iPM 216 MCNlITT
HALLP LEASE ATTEND
Comll,IIY' Ot!t.re end Coml•• nr
SlfD'UP Method. PRS-OPE~
Dllf of Inlervlew 10101
M.]OtI CMPS MCTS
l1S1Ptnn
IlIlIcbllr
t.hnlmum GPA ~ 960 MUll be Sophnmorr
Slrll'UI' ",-Ielad .9n0J97 Deldhne 9123197 81m
WORK LOCATION POSSIBLE ANY DEERE U/l:IT IN THE US
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998
INFORMATION MEETING, 201 NORWOOD, 6-8 PM SEPTEMBER 30
46 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
HOME,PAGE ADDRESS bllp;!lww... dce", .~m
Company Deere and ComPIDr
Dalcoflnurvlaw 10109
M'J~
ELEC MECH EMAil.'

SIi!D-UP Method. PRS-OPEK

USlPrrm
Milllillurn OPA. 2 GSO Mu,1 bt FruhmlD Sophcl'llore Junior ,uDmnr
reluRd 9f18197 Dudlme 9125197 SIC!
Work localloll low., IlliDOIl, Wueollliln
Studenll mll,t be wllhnr to eomplfOu 3-.5 work ie$SlO1I1 heron

SI~n.up

r~dUliliOn

INFORMATION MEETINGIPIZZA PARTY' 10/8197 MERAMCE
ROOM, UCE 6..JIPM Look up information on Homepl.e
Addreu ' hup ~IJ.o,.. ... deere eam
ColDpllny Dow Chemical Comp.ny
Slrn.up Mll-thod PRS·OPEN
Dale or IntervJCw·. IOJH
M.)Ot'I CHE ELE:;
USIPenn
MLIIlmum GPA: 2800 MUI be Sophomore JunIor Seolor ".nmnt
Slln.up relealied 9I!:v.i7 De.dllne 9IJOI9i 8'OOlm
Work Loe.t10D · Frupo rl , TX, Mlliland, Miehifln
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE
1998 THROUGH AUG'JS'l'I998 PICK UP ~ ATIONAL STUDE NT
PROGRAM BROCHURE,PICK UP DOW APPLICATIO N AND DECREE
RLAN , 303D NORWOOD HALL, MUST BE COMPLETED AT TIME OF
INTERVIEW
Compl ny ~

Dynetia;;
Sirn-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Dlte of Interview: 10110
Mljora: AERO ELEC MECH AMTH P HYS CM PS
US Only
MiDLmllm CPA: .! .950 Mu~ he Junior Senior Grid Stu. Illndinl.
'
Sirn·u p re"'aad 9119197 DEADLINE 9126197 !LV.f
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSV ILLE, ALABAMA AND FORT WALTO N
BEACH , FLORIDA START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98,
MAY/JUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98 JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT COOP OFFICE 3030 NORWOOD HALLIF SELECTED, MUST COMPLETE
AN APPLICATION

Comp.DT: E.ItIDID Cheminl ComploT
Sicn-up Melhod: PRS-OPEN
Dlte ol Inlervi£:w: lOll S
M.jo,..: MECH ELEC CHE
Minilllllm GP_\: 2.950 Mut b. Sophomore Senior Jllllior 5t.1Ddinr.
Sia:n-upreleued 9122197 O..dlirt e9l'l9137 8:00.111
Work Loeation: B.tel"lill•• Arb.all
Or..t hlDlfiu. Houlin, Inillhie. am.II citT hilt Lola! population
in th. coulltr il 36,000 -3 wm ltnzu: ••d x..p I miG 3..16, rOil will rel
I J('hoiatlhip 01 $1500 • PICK UP EASTMAN CHEMICAL APPL ICATION
ItIIrt hl co-op wort lIIu:ioct JUUl" 1998
BEFORE Itn'ERVlEWS

continued on page 24
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Burn Debris Disaster Free
LAFARGE CORPORATION, one of North America's
leading suppliers of construction materials, is currently
seeking an: ENGINEER-IN-TRAINING

Hickory Smokes
BBQBeef
only $3.25
Served wi Chips
and Pickle
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION O:f GAMES AND
MUSIC
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

FA.DJ:O'US EI'D'R.R.:J:T08
11:30-2:00

Lafarge's Engineer-in-Training Program offers students with engineering degrees valuable
workplace experience and exposure to operating environments at one ofNorth America's
largest and mostprogressive building materials companies. LaP arge is a leader in bothNorth
America and the world in each of its core business area: cement, concrete and aggregates,
gypsum and speciality products. North American sales in 1996 were $1.6 billion with 6,600
employees throughoutthe US & Canada in over 400 operationS. The Engineer-in-Training
CElT) position at Lafarge Corporation is the primary entry-level opportunity for degreed
engineering students with less than one year of industry experience. The ElT program is
tailored to the indi vidual emp loyee, and usually takes two years to complete. The program
exposes the EIT to operating environments 'it several cement plants, and may involve
relocation both in the United States and Canada. This program is a primary resource for
promotion from within. Candidate must have a four year Engineering degree in either:
Mechanical, Chemical, Mining, Civil, Electrical, Metallurgical, Ceramic and Geologic or their
equivalent. Successful candidates should have demonstrated leadership abilities, effective
communication skills, be team focused and enjoy working in a heavy materials process
production plant or sirnilaroperating environment.

If you are interested in pursuing this opportunity with
Lafarge, please attend our information session
October 7, 7-9 p.m.
Centennial Hall West, University Center East, 202B
or see your campus recruiter for further information.
For more information, visit us at our webpage:
·www.lafargecorp.com

$42,000

BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
The Navy offers you, as a qualified coUege student.
the chance to earn up to $42.000 during your junior
and senior yean. And you never have to put on a NayY
uni!"0rl!' until after graduation. No .drills, no summer
obhgallons. In the J:'ludear Propula.on omcer Candl,
date Program you'll get your ltact in nuclear power
where nuclear power started. In the Navy.
Mter you graduate, you'll get six months of graduatelevel engineering education in Orlando, Florida, plus
six months of handH)n engineering training at a
nuclear reactor trainer...and more. Just meet these
requirements:
• Have completed freshman year, majoring In
cnginecring, math, science or chemistry.
• Have a minimum 3.0 GPA
. • Have completed a mathemadcs .equence through
integral calculus.
• Have completed one year of calculus-ba.sed physics.
• Be a United States citizen, no more than 26~years
old at time of commissionlng.
.
• Meet N3vy'sphysicalstaDdards.
Call or visit yOur Navy representative on campw:
Date: 6 Oct 97
Time: lOam - 3pII

Place:

Career Placement Center
Or Call Today 1-800-777-6289

You and the Na"",
N'A'tTV OFFICER
.
. Full Speed A.head.

. .t1.Y

~

tl991A.T&T

l

:AMPus

)kes

f

)

Gips

IT

Life's easier with IO¢ a minute, AT&T Call Organizer· and
Student Advantage·. It's all FREE' just for being with AT&T.
• 10¢ A MINUTE-AT&T Simple RatesO-on long distance calls from home to anywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25¢ a miriute all other times.
.

den~

mior
. Na~

• FREE AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more hassles-use your 'personalized code· before you
dial . and we'll tally your phone bill by roommate (up to 12 people per bill).

nmer

::anell·

• FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors-like Kinko's~ Tower Records·
and Amtrak~

)WeI

ad ull~

I,

AT&T Simple Rates is available to AT&T residential long distance subscribers. IS sUbje<t to billing availability and can't be combined WIth any other domestic savl~gS options. This plan
~~r
;~] ~r ~~rrth~f ~~:TO~:~~ai~~:"ed account cal! for details. Enroll by 11 130197. Plan IS aVaJlable
12/31197. If AT&T Simple R<lt~. bllhng Isn't available In

plus

until

o!er;

a
~

Live off campus? Get it all FREE with one easy call.

n

Call

rough

or

visit

1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college/np.html

It's
© 1997 AT&T
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COml'~:t~~ /~o~i~';..ml'~~",;i)

r" '"I' ''' ' ~! "n ~. I"'" r ""'I"'"Y
!. _ ' 111' ~h·I I" ... I· PRS_OPEr\"
I;. " ,· " f 1,, 10""\'''''' IUII~;
1>1'1" "" CMPS t. IGTS ELEC
;\II""U"'" GP ..\ :! ~I (; U MIiSl I,,· $oj.bu m,,", Ju nun ;3"""l<1r Grad SIU ~ t"'ndiIl K .
Sll:n .ul' r,·I,-"",·,1 ~1/ l ~1!17 DE.'\OLlr\"E !If..!21117 !t~ ' :
Work Lo.·nl,nll S, LoII I ~ , Mo. Chlea!: o. It, Mu~cl'l,r' 10"' 0
START 1ST CO·OP WOR~ SESSIOK JA~l l R\" 1 !l9.~
' .
IF SELECTED TO Ir\"TER \·IE\\'. MO:\SA:\TO liAS RI::Q I'ESTED THAT EACH APPLICANT
PICK t ' P A MO>lSAmO APPLICATION AND TAKE TO i~TER':IEW , PICK ltP
3030 NORWOOD HALL· CO-O P OFf iCE

SIj!Il'UJ> r.IPI,h Dl[· PRS·OPE:>:

M:>julll' M.lTH CMPS
liS Only
Minimum OPA - 2. 700 Mun bt So ph omo re! J un ior Srnlo r ~19nrllllJ(
SI, n-up ",l/l~ scd !If'13f97 DEADLINE I OflSJ9j
WORK LOCATI ON: ST l.OUIS. MISSOURI (MARYLAND HEIGHTS. /110)
START 1ST CO·OP WOR}.; SESSION JA NllRY 1908

Company: Edworo D. Jones &: Co
Dato of intlll'Y;uw:

g'ill'u p Method:

PRS·OPEN

I Of.!4

Compan)' _ N" rrp", ,,,,
S,~-up Mf'thoo: P~PE N
Da l ~ of Intftvl<lw: lOliO
Mujonl' MECH
~bnimurn CPA; 2.000 Mu ~ 00
Qa ndm~
Si~ n·up ",'C3sM
9/19197
DEADL IN E 9flGJ!l7 8AM
WORK LOCATIO!'. ST. LOP IS. MISSOl tRI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J a nllnry 1998

Mojo",:. CMPS MGTS
US Only
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Mun be Junior s...mor n Dndi nj;.
SlgII-Up rcleued !l124197 DoDJlin~ 101\0197 BAM
Work Location : St. Loui., 1II;5.I0\lri
' III rt III co-op work uBl!.ion JAN UARY \ !)98 AND OR Jl l NE 1998
CompPIlY: Emo~n El~clric

SiKII-uP MDthod : PRS·OPEN
Dnlo of In t41rview : l on9
Mojo",: MECH
Minimwn OPA: 2.450 ~hlil Ix> J\lufo r Sf,ntot Grad Stu. sl3otlinll.
Sign-up t\lleascd 9f!3197 Deadlino 10115197 SAM
Work \oo;ation : Para\:o uld , Arkani!u, Offi('Q &. MlLDufactunnR
Environment - work in rmal Il~m,bly ar'lln
'
Itart ilt co-op work lKluion J AN UARY 1998

Company: Fu.bllr Con trols
Dato of Inlorviaw: IOf07
M~ion: CH E ELEC EMAN MECH

Co mpany: Olin Corpor-llIon
Sll!n-up Ml!l bod: PRS-OPEN
DoUl nllntervinw : ' l on9
Mojon;' ME CH CH E MET CMPS ELEC CER EMAN MCTS
USIPenn
~tinimurn OPA: 2.650 Musl 00 SOI.homore
slllndi nl:.
Sil:n-up rele nsed 91"23J!17 Ql'adlin I' IO/ ISJ97 811m
Work Loco tiuD : E. Allon, illinoIS (cloj;C 10 SI LoU IS)

~~~~O~~,;~E~~~~rNUt~~T~~:,:~~~· J.'~C K

SI\:O 'UP Method: PRS-OPE N

@

SHEETS ON ' TIPS FOR VIDEO

INTERVIEWINC'
Company: Oryl Eoem
Sign-lip Mrllrod: PRS-OPEN
Dale of IlIwrvicw: 1011 5
P>l3jou: P ETR GEOL MECH
Millimu m CPA: 2.000 Mlisl be Jllnlor Senior Cud St.u _ I t.a.ndiD\:.
Sil!n·up released 9f1 4197 . Dc3dline IOfl1!l7 8am
Work Loention : DoUal . Telas
Slu r! 1st eo-op wo rk l>I! uion JonliMY 98, May/Juno 1998 or Auguit 1998
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED 6·7PM OCTOBER 14 . 1997
UCE 213 MISSOURI ROOM

USJPcnn

Minimum GPA; 2,-150 Must 1m Sophomcre Junio r ' I,an,lin~
Sig n·up reiu scd 91J6f.17 DEADLINE 9f.!3197 8A M
WORK LOCATION: MARSHALLTOWN. IOWA
INFOR MATIO N MEET ING 1015197 6:30 - 7:30 PM
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Forre5ter Group Inc.
Date of In\.(lrvlnw: 10107
Majol'1l: CHE CIVI- GEE

Sign-up Me thod: PRS·OPEN

USJPonn
Millmlllln GPA: 2750 Must 00 Junior Senior Grnd Siu
Si\:n,upnllcllsed 9116197 Oua<llinc9123197 8~1
Work Loc3tion : Spnnl:fi!!Id. . Mlgsouti
Start work JANUARY 1998

s tanding .

Compa ny: GE AppliPnC'OI
Sip-up M~lbCKi: PRS-OPEN
Date of Intorview: 10109
~hjorJ : MECH ELEC EMAN
USIPum
Minim um OPA: 2.950 Mu ,1 be Sophomortl Junior &nior Grad Slu. "l lllidinl!.
Sign·up relea""d 9118197 DEADLINE 91"25197 8AM
.
WORK LOCATI ON: LOU IS VILLE , KENTUChl'. BLOOMINGTON. IN: ,,, NO DECATUR, AL
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JAN UAR Y 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998
IN FORMAL Ir-.'FORMATI ON MEETING OCT 8 FROM 6·7 PM . ME BLDG. ROOM 11 8
ALL STUDENTS INTER VIEWING WITH GE ARE ASKED TO ATTEND T O GET
FURTHER INFORMATIO N ABOUT GE
CompPllY: Gell!!",1 EI~tne Company
Sil! lI'up Mothod: PRS-OPE N
Dole oCllIl(!rviaw: 10121
Majon;: MECH ELEC EMAN
Minimum GPA; 2.950 MII.t 00 Sophomore Jllllior l1O ndill l!.
Slin-up reloased 9118197 Deadline 9fl51\"17 8AM
Work Location : FT. WAY NE, INDIANA: VARIOUS PLANT LOCATIONS
GE MOTORS & INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS • -16 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO·OP ASSIG NMENTS WORK IN THE AREAS OF DESION,
ANALYSIS. MANUFACTURING,AND SOURCING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS

Comp:my: Pnpri·Colo Company
Sien-IIP Melh od: PRS-OPEN
Dat I' of IlI lcrvic .. : 10124
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minim um GPA: 2.000 Must be Scnio r
slandinl!.
Sigll'up roleD!ied 9123197 DEADL INE 10110197 SAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. MO
_
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Cornpa ny: Sparlan Valve
Sign·up Method: PRS-OPEN
Dnt~ of Inlervi~ ... : 100 l
Majon;; MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA; 2.750 Must be Junior Senio r standing.
Sien-up releaied 91"23197 Dcadline 1018197 8am .
Work Location : Wll sbi"I!LoII , Min-Olin - Headqll a rt.e"
Start lst co-op work "cli5ion JlIllu a ry 1998 finis h AUill" )998
Company: Sunditrand Corporotio ll
Dote of Inwrvicw : 10120
MajD" : ME CH ELEC AERO

Sie;n-up Melhod: PK3-0PE N

USJPenn
Minimllm GPA: 2.750 Mu, \ be Sophomore Jllnior ~ta nding .
Sign.up .... Ieued 9123197 DEADLINE 1016197
WORK LOCATION: ROCKFORD, ILLlr-.:OIS
.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION J ANU~Y 1998
Company: SUllnclI ProdllCll<
Dotoof In lorvie .. : 10101
Mnjon;: ELEC EMAN MECH

Sign-liP Method: PRS-OPEN

USIP~nn

CompallY: ~ryeloWn Stee l
Sign-up Method: .PRS·OPEN
Oaw of III t.e rvie .... : 10121
Majon: ELEC MECH MET
MinUnlim GPA: 2.750 Mu.t be Fres h rnan Sopbomol""ll ~t~ ndini"
Sil!n·up I""IlJe a5<l d 9130197 DEADLINE lOn197 8AM
WORK LOCATIO N: KANSAS CITY, MISSO URI
.~T4R1' I~ r:O.OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 AND OR MAY/J UN E 1998
Compony. Hannon rndu stn"s
Dalp of Intcrvw .... · 10115
Majon;: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 M lllt be Sophornom Junior slondinj:.
SI~ n·up .... Ie ll£ed
91"2 4F.t7 Daodline 10/1197
8am

~~r~_I;o~::k ~::~io~~~?~a~OI ~~; ;e~f:y~J~~e 0[9~~vmlde.

CoW

Company: HlifTman Enl!inconnl
Sil!n·up Method: PRS·OPE:-l
Dato of Int.erv,,~w : 10/10
Mojon: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 MUlt be Sophomore Junior .wnding.
S, \:n ·up .... I"u.. d 9119197 DEADLINE 9n6197 8AM
WORK LO CATIO N: LINCOLN, NE BRASKA
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Minimum GPA: 3.-150 MIII I be Frcshmall Sophomore ' landinl!.
Sil!n-up rclu5ed 9110197 DudJine 9/171978AM
Work Loeatio,,; St. . Louis, Miuollri
.
it. rt ht eo-op work scuion J."uary 1998 ANDfOR MAY/JUNE 1998
InCormation Mee liDg 7-8 PM
9130197. UCE SILVER AND GOLD ROOM

For a free brochure,
please call 1·800·CALL·EDF
or visit our web site at www.edf.org

Complln y: Huutn8.D 1I CorpornLion
Sign·up Melhod: PRS.OPEN
Da ta of In te rvie.. : 10120
Majors: MECH ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mu st be Sophomore Junior Senior 5landinR.
Sil!n-up reJen sod 91"23197
DEADLI NE 1016197 8AM
Work Locatioll: BRIDGETON. MO (ST. LOU IS AREA)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: ISP Chemiea.L.
Siro-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Oale ol Interview: 10120
Majora: CHE
,. Mi.oimu. GPA: 2.950 MUlt be Sophomore Junior It,andini.
Si~n·up n l. .",d 9fl6197 DEADhlNE 1013197 8AM
PADUCAH·WESTERN

Sll:n-"I'M" lhod: O""n

Mioimum GPA. ~ 700 Mu ~1. Ix- Sophomo rt, Juninr HhnJinl '
Sign-up f1'loa~nd !lfll97 DEADLI NE !MJI97
WORK LOCATION . JACKSO N, TE NNESSE E
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SE$SlO N JANUARY 1998 AND/O R MAY/JUNE 1998

Si~ -up Mnlhod: Open
CompAny' l : S . SpA"" &. Rock,'1 <Alnl"r
Dille of Inle rvle .... : 10f.!8 '
I
MaJOrs: C HEM AERO ME CH CHE . PHYS AMTH LlfS ENGL ECON HIST
USlPe nn
MiDlmlim CPA; 2.-150 Mu til 00 Junior Senior sla ndinl.
SiRD'UP .donl<t'd 10/14197 DEADLINE 101"21197
WORK LOCATIO N: H UNTSVILI..,E. ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANl lARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETINC I Of17197 6PM VC E 211 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE' TEAM LEADER/CO UNS ELOR AT l iS SPACE CAMP

Sign-up Me thod: Open
Company' U.S. Spoce & Rockel CcDln r
D3t~ of In te.rvi~ .... : 10f.!8
MajDU: C£R CIVL ELEC EMAN GE E MET MIN NUC L PETR CMPS
USlPmn
.
Minimu m GPA: 2.450 MUl t be Junior Senio r stalldinl! _
Slgn'"1! rdeased 10114197
DEADLINE 10{2 1197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SES9[ON J ANU ARY 1998
I NFOR MATION MEETINC 10/27197 GP M QC E 211 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: T EAM LE AD ER/COUNSELO R AT THE US SPACE CAMP

Tour de Curediabetes

one of the bigglst
"'-1'>

fundraisi~g events in history.

Comp UIT- J efferson Smutfit
Sirn·up Method: PRS..QPEN
o.t. of Interview:
Majon:: ELEC
Minimum OPA: 2.000 Must be Sopholl'\on Junior "t.ndinl!.
SiCD-o:Ip rele.sed lOIlI97 DEADLI NE 10fl.4J97 SAM
Worir;Loe atioD: .Altoll,Illi.noi.
I l.IIrt ht co-op work HniDn JANUARY 1998
mila be abi- to work.t le..t 2 work .. -.ion.
NOT INT ERVIEWING HERE ON CAMPUS· WILL SELECT FROM PRESC.REEN AND
CONTACT STUDEl'm) DIRECTLY.

Sip.yp Method: PRS-OPEN

~::z:.~!'!t

2::nMn~~~~m;~~hw;

a"'ndUlc.

WORK WCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WO RK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Ccu

b.':!:oltt~.:..~~~loci..

Sip.up Method: PRS-OP!N

M.jon: ! LEC CHE MECH [MAN

~dft.~,;~::~ :;~a:w H.~i:~t~~~":!;:-.!~o~j~.!.i:y ~~8
Ho_pac•• hup:I..... .m.pumt..,h .~

Sip"'P

~

or visit us at
www.diabetes.org/tour

PRS-OPEN

M.jcn: MECH
USIP~

~~:;-;'~~.!d 2·:~"~iZota:~0~~~;Dior ·snior

ahndiD C_

WORK LOCATION: CHESTERFIELD AN D [ARTH CITY. MISSOURI (ST. LOUIS AREA)

~\~d !hefiel~~
g
/toyoucal ll •

rS~T~E·P>ii:~~~Rvg~YJ{t~fg~TLtv~L ~b~~~:: (f~P>i~tW~f~g:, ~!~~RCg~~~
liar! 1st eo-op work Stl5, ion JANUARY 1998

CompallY: UniO Ii PociIie RR
Sign-up Mothod: PRS-OPEN
Date oflnlorvie.... : 1012 2,10/
Majou: MECH CIVL EMAN ELEC
USIPenn
Minimum GPA: 2.-150 MU ll be Junior Senior Sophomore , t a ndinl.
Sil!lI'up released 912MI7
Deadline 1018197 8 am
. WORK LOCATION: OMAHA. NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
INFORP>L~'i·IO lol MEETI NG 10121 • UCE 2 1-1 Meramee Room
6·7 PM
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND CONTINUE TO AUGUST", '
AND JUNE 1998 THROUO H DEC 1998 Homopa~D: _ _ .uprr.torn
Company: WClto r Corporation
Sip-up Me thod: PRS-OPEN
Dato pf Intervi!!w : 10109
Majors: ' ELEC CMPS AERO
US Only
Minimum CPA; 2.950 MU fil be Junior Senior rtanding.
Sill'n-up released 9f18197 DEADLINE 9125197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
START ~ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRINC 1998
POSITION REQUIRES SECURITY CLEARANCE
-15 MINUTE INTERVI EWS
CO·OP JOB TITLE SOFTWARE ENCINEERIHARDWARE ENGINEER
WEB PAGE ADDRESS w ......wealar.coW
-

Pizza

&

Steak House

Opne 7 Days A Week

Everyday
Hot Food, Salad & Dessert Bar
Pizza AllDay • Every Day

We specialize in

Pizza • Steak • Gyros • Souvlaki
Spaghetti • Lasagna
5%Beer & Wine Available

~::~!ct 2·~719~U.t~~~: 8:o.~diAc.

~~:}'~~: ~~1~

Sign up today, call

1-800-TOUR-888
11 ........7181)

or poultrYe
qU
ee yOU may

Com pany : L1n ioll Pocific Railroad. IlIfo . Tllch 'Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Do!.e or In terview ' 10f.!4
Majon;: ELEC
U&Po rm
Minimum GPA' 2.-150 MU$t he Freshman Sophomore Jllll ior ~ lo"di"g .
SigD .up.roloaitld 9f13197 DEADLINE 10110F.t7 8AM
WOR K LOCATION: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDfOR MAYfJUN E 1998 ,
INFORMATION MEETI NG 10123197 7·8:30PM· 201 Norwood Hall

With StudentI.D.
M.loTl: ELEC MECH [MAN CIVL
USlPann

IvelVorkedasa, gg
l Use

Minimllm CPA: 2.-150 Must be JUllior Senior ' landinl!.
Sien-up rolensed 9fl3J97 Da8d1io~ 9130197 8a m
Wo rk Loo;alion : St. loUiS, MO, AND MlO MISSOUR I

Dine in or Carry out Only • Specials Not Included
eo..,'Dall~: af~:r!.~~~17

Ifyouhave~

Worker in !he p
tnt be eligible to Tf)
' Y Ce for your e
Istan
fa!11

USJPe rm

Buffet
This spring, join

Lr>!ISSDOIt

Comp"IIY: UDion Elceln c
Date of interview : 10/07
Mojors: ELE C MECH CIVL EMA N CMPS

Enjoy our home cooked

Company: IL. Dept . of Tran l porta tio ll
Siin-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Da w nf In terview : 10128
Majon: CIVL
Milllmurn CPA: 2.000 Must be Ju nior Senior Itandinl!.
Sign-up roleoscd 9123197 DEADLINE 10114197 8AM
WORK LOCATIO N: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND SPRINGfiELD ILLI NO IS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AN D OR MAY/JUNE 1998

~~~ ~~c~b~g~:wg~V::isl~~j!t~~CI~(BY

T"nnnillm Di""\n ,~, 'r Aluminum
Dnh' of inl urv"'.... lor~O
Mujors ' MET

1 1 SIP~rm

Keep recycling working.
Buy recycled.
Celebrate America Recycles Day
on November 15th.

Co mpaQ )': Hu,lIl or En lineerlnl! Compaoy
Siln.up Mllt hod: PRS-OPEN
Datc of III l.c rv ic .... : 10102
Majon: EU.:C MECH CMPS
~li nim um GPA: 3.150 !.Iut be J unior Se nior
stoodicK
SiKII 'uP relcll o;e d 911 1197 DEADLINE 9118197
Work Locatioll : BndgclClI , Mo noa t St. lAui. Airport
START 1ST CO·OP WOR K SESSION JANUAR Y 1998

Coml'nn~"
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Financial Aid---RURAL MISSOURI, INC;

II",.

I<",w

d

ESB 5G4.
We use international mail services,
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.

If you have been empJoyed as a
farmworker in the past two years, )'ou
may be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance for your education. If you
KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURI
have worked as a fann, orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg production em. What is Kids' Chance? It is a nonployee, you may qualify. To obtain
profit corporation developed by interdetails and the field representative closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.
. 'ested insurers, employers, attorneys,
labor, medical and rehabilitation groups.
The purpose of Kids' Chance is to proCHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
vide financial scholarships to complete
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
the education of children of workers
who have been seriously 'injured or
With an eye toward assisting outkilled in Missouri work related injuries.
standing college bound students, .
Which Children are Eligible for
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded
the ScholarShip? Children who have a
1,000 grants to 40 recipients through
parent who was permanently or cataits new Junior Golf Scholarship Pro- strophically' injured or killed in a Misgram. Even though the majority of the souri compensable injury or occupawinners play golf, all selections were
tional disease, and who are Missouri
made based upon their academic and
residents between the ages of 16 and
25 .
extracurricular effort. For more inforApplications available in the Stumation on this exciting program call 1dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
800-856-0764.
Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 or by calling 1-800-522-0938.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
AMERICORPS
EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM
Let the Army pay your way
through Medical, Dental Optometry
The AmeriCorps Education
School, or a Doctoral level degree in
Awards Program offers members the
standard AmeriCorps education stipend
ClinicallResearch Psychology. Scholof over $4,700 for one year of commuarship includes: full tuition, required
nit y service, but unlike AmeriCorps
books, lab fees, required equipment
rental, $865.00 monthly stipend.
USA, it does not provide a living allowance or other benefits.
For information on this program
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUcontact the Student Financial Aid OfNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN
fice. G-l Parker Hall.
DINO L . . MURPHY OR MRS.
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA
829-0924.
TION
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND SCHOLARSHIP
The John Gyles Education Fund
is a private, benevolent endeavor established seven years ago with the help of
a Canadian!American benefactor. Each
year financial assistance is available to
students in both Canada and the United
States. Full Canadian or American citizenship is a requirement Awards are
available to both male and female students for all areas of post-secondary
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is required. Criteria other than strictly academic ability and financial need are
considered in the selec.tion process.
Selected students will receive up to
$3,000.00. Filing dates for mailing application in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, November 15th. Applications
must be mailed by these dates.
To receive an application please
send a stamped "'(US 3~ cents), selfaddressed, standard letter size (No. 10)
enveiope to the following address: The
John Gyles Education Fund, Attention :
R. James Cougle, Administrator. P. O.
Box 48 08, 712 Rive rside Driv e,
Frederic.kto n. New Brunswick Canada

To receive current information
packets and applications for The Carat
Scholarship, please have interested students send a stamped self addressed envelope to: Carat Scholarship
Foundaiton , Attn: Carol McAuliffeDirector, 5 Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn Woods, IL 60047.
:rhe schedule for the Carat Scholarship Foundation Awards is as follows:
Academic semester: Spring 1998,
Applications Postmarked by: November I, 1997, Awards Distributed by:December 15, 1997.
Academic semester: Fall 1998,
Applications Postmarked by: April I,
1998, Awards Distributed by: June IS,
1998.
Academic semester Spring 1999,
Applications Postmarked by: November I, 1998, Awards Distributed by:
December 15, 1998.
Carat Scholarship Foundations is
funded by the contrubutions of civicminded individual s. bus in esses and
various fund raisers. The Foundation
offers $500 -$1000 scholars hips s~m i
annually to" grad uate and undergraduate students who are United States cit izens. The scho larships are awarded on

the basis of career goals, financial need
and academic record.

CHARLES P. BELL CONSERV ATION $500 SCHOLARSHIPS
QUALIFICA TIONS
Applicant must be a Missouri resident. Applicants enrolled in Missouri
schools will be given preference.
Applicant must be involved in the
management of natural resources, specifically: Fish, Wildlife, Forest, Soil,
Water.
Applican.t s must already have
earned at least 60 hours of college credits .
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
Applicatio)l deadline must be rece;ved by: January IS, 1998.

. gineering as described in the application essay, research and publications.
Clearly demonstrate the relaiionship of
your research to aerospace and verify
your research program with at least one
letter of recommendation .
By the time the fellowship grant
is awarded, have completed one year of
aerospace-related graduate studies at a
well recognized institution of higher education.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
Application deadline must be postmarked by November I, 1997.

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION
SCHOLARSHIPS

.REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any student completing studies toward the
bachelor degree or one who has received a bachelor degree from a higher
education institution which is accredited by the responsible regional or national agency.
The following criteria must be met
by the applicant:
Must have possession of a bachelor degree from an accredited program
by the summer of 1998.
At the time of acceptance of the
fellowship (but not necessarily at the
time of application) the applicant must
have been accepted for graduate study.
This graduate study must be in engineering, architectural, or materials sci. ence program at an accredited college
or university in t~e USA vr Canada
which offers a graduate program in con-

Two $1,000 (U,S.) awards are
available through the ACI Concrete Recrete design, materials, or construction,
search an d Edu ca tion Foundation
with the exception of the V. Mohan
1997-98 NATIONAL HISPANIC
(Con REF) fo r undergraduate study in
Malhotra Fellowship which is available
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
concrete construction for the 1998-99 . only to an applicant majoring in conacademic year. The Peter D. Courtois crete materials science research and the
The National Hispan ic ScholarConcrete Cons truction Scho'larship
Stewart C. Watson Fellowship which
honor the memory of Peter D. Courtois,
ship Fund was founded in 1975 to help
is available to an applicant with a spewhose long-term commitment to prac- cial interest in joints and bearings for
Hispanic American college students
complete their education. NHSF schol- tical achievements in construction foconcrete structures.
arships are available on a competitive cused on the fields of form work and
Must be a full-time first or secondyear gradaute student during the entire
tilt-up construction.
basis to Community College, FourYear College, or Graduate students of
fellowship year.
Hispanic background. Awards usuall y ' REQUIREMENTS:
Must be proficient in the English
range from $500 to $2000.
language (or French as -required in
These awards are open to any unProvince of Quebec or Spanish in
.sLIG/BILITY
You must be of Hispanic parentdergraduate student in the United States
Puerto Rico).
age and either a U.S. C itizen or a per- or Canada. The s tud ent shall ha ve
Applications available in the Stuachieved senior stat us in a four- year or dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
manent resident of the United States.
longer undergraduate program in engiHall.
You must have completed at least 15
Application deadline must be reneering, construction, or techn'ology
undergraduate college credits in the U.S.
or Puerto Rico with a mimimum Grade during the year for whi ch the awards cei" ed no later than: January IS, 1998.
Point Average (GPA) of 2.5.
are presented . The awards will be made
You must be enrolled in an accred- on the basis of demonstrated interest
ited college for Fall 97 and in attendance and abiltiy to work in the field of conNATIONAL SECURITY EDUCA:crete construction.
through Spring 1998 as a fu II-time stuTION PROGRAM (NSEP)
dent; undergraduates must carry at least
The student must have a course
load of6 or more credit hours each se12 units, graduate must carry at least 6
The National Security Education
units.
mesier during the period for which the
Program was designed to provide
Applications available in the StuAmerican undergraduates with the reaward is made.
dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
sources and encouragement they need
The student must be a senior dur·
ing the year for wh ich the award is made to acquire skills and experience in counHall.
Application period and dead(not necessarily at the time of applicatries and areas of the word critical to
tion).
line: August IS - October I, 1997
the future security of our nation. As a
(must be postmarked by October I,
Transcripts, recommendations, student of another culture and language
1997).
and an essay must be submitted as out- you will begin to acquire the international competence you need to commulined on the application form.
Applications available'in the Student Fi- nicate effectively across borders, underZONTA
INTERNA TlONAL
nancial Aid Offi~e, G-I Parker Hall. stand other perpectives and analyze inAMEILIA EARHART FELLOW- Application deadline must be received
creasingly fluid economic and politiSHIP AWARDS FOR WOMEN
by: January IS, 1998.
cal realities.
1998-99 ELiGIBILTY
Have completed a bachelor'S de·
REQUIREMENTS:
gree in a qualifying area of science or CONCRETE RESEARCH AND
engineering closely related to advanced
EDUCA TIONAL FOUNDATION
As a U.S. undergraduate student,
studies in aerospace-related science or OF ACI INTERNATIONAL
you are eligible to apply for an NSEP
aerospace-related engineering.
scholarship if you meet the following
$3 ,000 (U.S.) awards are now conditions:
Demonstrate a superior academic
U.S. citizenship at the time ofaprecord with evidence of potential at a available through the ACI International
recogni zed university or college as veri- Concrete Research and Education
plication.
Matriculated as a freshmen ,
fied by transcripts, recommendations
Foundation (Con REF) for graduate
and acceptance or veri fication by any stud y in the field of concrote for the sophomore, jUQior, or senior in a U.S.
institution of higher education with acpost-secondary in stitution, incl udin g
1998-99 acad em ic yea r. The awards
universities, colleges, imd community
in c lud e the Kathari ne and Bryant
cred ited courses in aerospace-re lated
Mather Fellowship, AC I - W.R. Grace colleges accredited by an accrediting
studies.
body recogn ized by the U.S. DepartPI'ovine evidence of a well-de·· Fellowsh ip. V. Mohan Malhorta Felment of Education.
fined re~ .. dfch program in aerospace10\\ sh ip. Stewart C. Watso n FellowApplying to engage in a study
shi p, and ACI Fellowships.
rela ted scil::nce ('of aerospace-relaled en-

...
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,,,

abroad experience that meets home institution standards.
Planning to usc the scholarship for
study a broad . NSEP undergraduate
scholarships are not for study in the
U.S.
Your study abroad program ends
before you graduate.
Applications available in the Stu- .
dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall . Application deadline: January
26,1998.

DEADLINE:
T he cam pus dead lin e is 4 :30
p.m.on. December S, 1997. Appl ications must be complete, including letters of reference and transcript s and
retumed to the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 204 Parker
Hall, by th is date. The application is
al so a va i la b'le v ia o ur Home
Page : http: //www.umr .edu/-ac-afrs /
pressrel.html

mill ed

b c f~ r e :

DCl rl:1I1er 31 , 1997.

DEPARTMENT O~ E LEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION MISSOURI TEACtiER
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
Th is scholarship is a on-t ime nonrenewable award of $2000 to be used
in one academic year.

REQUIREMENTS:

Be a Missouri resident.
[3e a high school senior: freshman
M A RTIN LUTHER KING , JR .
THE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
or sophomore at a community or fourSCHOLARSHIP
Applicati ons are now being ac- year college or university in Mi ssouri
The Rhodes Scholarship is tenable cepied for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
(with not more th an 60 college credit
at the University of Oxford . It may be Memorial Scholarship which will be- hours).
held for a maximum of three years. gin in the spring of 1998.
Rank in the top 15% of their high
Since the majority of Rhodes Scholars
Applicants must be currently en- school class or score in the top 15
undertake a like of study which enables rolled UMR students who are pursuing
national percentile on an ACT or SAT
them to take a degree in two years, ap- a degree program in engineering or sci- examination (Last y~ar the qualifying
pointments are made for a minimum of ence.
ACT Score was 25).
two years.
Selection wiII be based upon acaApplication packet must be subThe stipend of Rhodes Scholar- demic achievement, potential leadermitted by: February IS, 1998.
ship consists of a direct payment to the ship qualities, and finanical need .
Scholar's College of all tuition fees
Application forms are available at
(such as matriculation, tuition, labora- the Minority Engineering Program of- DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENtory fees, and certain other set charges), fice, 212 Engineering Research Labo- TARY AND SECONDARY EDUplus a maintenence allowance paid diratory, and the Student Financial Aid, CATION MISSOURI MINORITY
rectly to the Scholar in installments dur- G-I Parker Hall .
TEACHING SCHOLARSHIP.
ing the two-year term of the scholar- .
Application deadline is: October
ship.
IS, 1997.
This scholarship is a $3,000 per
An applicant must be a citizen of
year renewable award for up to four
the United States. An applicant must
years.
by October I st of the year have passed KANSAS CITY CHAPTER OF
Be a Missouri resident.
the eighteenth and not have passed the THE CONSTRUCTION FINANBe African Americna, Asian
twenty-fourth birthday. An applicant CIAL MAJ'IlAGEMENT ASSOCIA- American, Hispanic American, or Namust have acheived academic standing TION
tive American.
sufficiently advance to assure compleBe a high school senior, college
tion of a Bachelor'S Degree before OcThe Kansas City Chapter of student, or returning adult (without
tober 1998.
CFMA is a professional organization a degree) who ranks in the top 25 perFor further information , contact that is promoting growth of construc- cent of their high school class and
Dr. Walter J. Gajda, Jr., 204 Parker tion finan ical management in the Kan- scores at or above the 75th ' percentile
Hall. The campus application dead- sas City area. Since its inception in on the ACT or SAT examination. (Last
line is October 3, 1997.
1985, the primary purpose of the Kan'
year qualifying ACT score was 23 .)
sas City Chapter has been to unite in- OR, individuals who have completed
dividuals having finanical responsibili- 30 college hours and have a cumulaTHE BARRY M. GOLDWATER ties in the construction industry and tive G.P.A. or 3.0. OR, individuals wiih
SCHOLARSHIP AND EXCEL- provide a forum through which the a baccalaureate degree who are returnLENCE · IN EDUCATION FOUN- members can meet to exc hange ideas.
ing to an a pproved math or science
DATION
We sincerely waill to see construction teacher education program.
finan cial management as a profession
Application must besuh mitted by:
This scholarship covers eligible ex- passed on to quali fed outstanding men February IS, 1998.
pen ses for tuition. fees. books, and and women.
room and board to a max imum of
REQUIREMENTS:
$7,500 per academic year. Junior scholScholarships will be awarded based AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATarship recipients can expect to receive on merit and the recipient' s potential
ING, REFRIGERATING AND AIRa maximum of two years of scholarship contribution to the fin ancial manage- CONDITIONING ENGINEERS,
support. Senior scho lars hip recipients ment of the construction industry in
INC.
are·eligible for a maximum of one year the Kansas City area. Financial need
of scholarship support.
may be considered. To be eligible for
A Grant-in-Aid is a grant of funds
ELIGIBILITY:
a schol arship from. the Kansas C ity to a full-time gradu a te student of
To be considered .for nomination, a Chapter an appl icant mu st meet the ASHRAE-related technologies. Is is
student muSt:
foll owing criteria:
awarded once each year for use in the
be a current sophomore or junior
Be enrolled or plan to enroll in an following academic year. Normally 20
pursui ng a bachelor's degree on a
accredited four year Degree Program to 25 grants are made each year.
full-time basis. A curr~nt sopho- as a Junior during the 1998-99 school
Applican ts should be involved in
more sutdent in a
year with a series of courses related to .the heating, ventilation, air conditiontwo-yea r co llege who pla ns to an Accounting, Finance, or Manage- ing or refri geration (HV AC&R) fi elds
transfer to a baccalaureate program may ment degree.
or in related areas. These related areas
be nominated.
Q uali fy as a full time stude nt may include indoor ai r quality, energy
have an average of at least B or (minimum of 12 hours a semester). . conservation, human comfort or HV AC
the eq4i valent and be in the upper
Provide proof of previous scholas- sys te m design, operati on .or maintefo urth of his or her class.
tic ach ievement (minim um cumul ati ve nance.
be a U.S citizen, U.S. national" or 3.0 grade-point average on a 4.0 scholar
Applicati ons must be received by:
resident 'alien.
or equi ~a l e nt) and be progressing to- December 15, 1997.
have a demonstrated interst in a ward a degree or certificate.
career in mathematics, the natural sciProvide a letter or recommendaences, or engineering.
tion from a ~o ll ege professor. a busiBRITISH MARSHALL SC HOLARbe nominated by his or her college ness person, and a personal acquain- SHIPS
or university on the official
tance.
nomination materials provided by
Be capable of serving an internTh e Briti sh Marsha ll Scho la rthe Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
ship in Kansas C ity during the summer ships, funded by the British Go verna nd Exce ll e nce in Educa ti o n of 1998.
ment. were establi shed in 1953 as a
Foundation.
App lication deadl ine must be subnational expression of gratitude to the

United SI"tes under Ihe Marsh"1I Plan . and hold a bac he.l o r' s d egree or Its
after World War II. The scholarships ' equivalent by the beginning date of the
are awa rded ann uall y to up to 40 US grant. Creative and performing artists
citizens, who are co llege graduates.
arc not required to have a bachelor's
The benefits include tuition fees, degree, but they must have four years
a living allowance, fares between the of relevant training or study. Candi_
United States and Britai n, and a book dates in medicine must have an ·M.O.
grant.
or equivalent (e.g. D.D.S. , 0 .0 ., etc) at
the time of appl ication .
The scho larships enable the sucAll applicants are required to have
cessful candidates to stud y a wide range
of subjects for a further degree at any sufficient proficiency in the language
of Britain's universities and business of the host country to carry out their
schools. The selectors are looking for proposed research or study.
canidates of high quality and wide inFull grants provide round-trip interests who plan to take up careers not
ternational travel, maintenence for the
only in higher education but in com- tenure of the award, a research allow_
merce and 'industry, the arts and pro- ance, and tuition waivers, if applicable.
Travel grants provide round-trip inter.
fessions and public life generally.
To mark the fiftieth anniversary national travel to the country where the
of the Marshall Plan, the British gov- student will pursue study or research.
ernment is providing support for two
All grants include supplemental health
.
additional special awards, the Marshall and accident insurance.
Sherfield Fellowships. The purpose of
For further information, contact
the Marshall Sherfield Fellowships is Dr. Walter Gajda, Jr., 204 Parker Hall.
to introduce American scientists and The campus application deadline is
engineers to the cuttin'g edge of UK October 17, 1997.
expertise. II is intended that this in tum
will build longer-term contacts and international links . between the United 1998 NSF GRADUATE RESEARCH
States and the United Kingdom in key FELLOWSHIPS-GRADUATE FELareas of science, technology and engi- LOWSHIPS AND MINORITY
neering. The Marshall Sherfield Fel- GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
lowships will support research in any
area of science, technology and engiThe National Science Foundation
neering, and will be tenable at any (NSF) will award approximately 1,000
United Kingdom university or research new three-year Graduate Fellowships
institute. Candidates must be U.S. citi- and Minority 'Graduate Fellowships in
zens and hold a Ph.D. in a science, tech- March 1998. Seperate competitions are
nology, or engineering subject. Theres conducted for Graduate Fellowships
is no age limit.
and Minority Graduate Fellowships,
For further information, contact each with additional awards offered for
Dr. Walter J. Gajda, Vice-Chancellor women in engineering and computer
for Academic Affairs, 204 Parker Hall. and information scienct.
The campus deadline is October 7,
The NSF Graduate and Minority
Graduate Fellowships are only open to
1997.
individuals who are, at the time of application, citizens or nationals of the
FULBRIGHT GRANTS
United States or permanent resident
aliens of the United States.
The United States Information
The NSF Graduate Fellowships
Age ncy (U SIA) , th e J. William are intended for students at or near the
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board beginning of their graduate study in
and the Institute of International Edu- science, mathematics, or engineering.
cation (liE) announce the official open- Eligibility is limited to those individuing of the 1998-99 competition for als who, by the beginning of the fall
Fulbright and related grants for gradu1997 term, have completed no mOR
ate study abroad in academic fi elds and than 20 semester hours of graduate
for professional training in the creative study in the science and engineering
and performing arts.
fields supported by this program since
.
The purpose of these grants is to completion of a baccalaureate degree in
increas mutual understanding between science or engineering.
the people of the United Slates and
The NSF Minority Graduate Fel·
other countries through the exchange lowship competition is open to memo
of person s, kn owl edge and skill s . bers ofa racial or ethnic minority group
Fulbright Grants are fund ed under the represented in the advanced levels of
Mutual Educa tion a l a nd Cultural
the U·.S. ~cience and engineering pool
ExchangeAct of 196 1 through an an- as defined in the program announcenual appropriation made by Congress ment. Minority Graduate Fellowships
to USIA and by foreign governments, are intended for students in the early
universities, corporations, and private stages of their graduate study in science,
donors. Fu lbright Grants are available mathematics, or er-gineering. Eligibilfor study or research. Trael grants are ity is limited to those indi viduals who,
a vail a bl e to se lected count ries to by the beginning of the fall 1997 term,
supplement mai ntenence awards from ' have completed no more than 30 semesother sources that do not provide fund s ter hours or equivalent, of graduate
for :ntemationaltravel or to supplement study in the science and enginee(ing
the appl icant's personal funds. The J.
fields supported 'by this program since
William Fulbri ght Foreign Scholarship ~,)rnpletion ofa baccalaureate degree in
Board, composed of 12 educational and science or engineering.
public leaders appointed by the presiThe NSF Fellowship stipend durdent o f the United States, establishes ing 1998-99 wil be $15 ,000 for 12criteria for the selection of candidates month tenures. Applications may be
and has fin al authority for the award- obtained from the Office of the Vice
ing of grants.
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 204
For all grants, applicants must be Parker Hall. Applications must be pos!
U.S . citizens at the time of appl ication
marked by November 6. 1997.
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Calendar of Events
All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 21r. UCW.
Please send all changes to the afore.
mentioned office.

und'lrip ~

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby

All D~y: St Pats committee Green
sales begin, The Puck

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204

CALL FOR DELIVERY
O.RTAKEOUT

-

LARGE DINING ROOM

364-2669
• SALADS. SANDWICHES. PASTA

pm :
Christian Camp
Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missou
RmsUCE

&:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha information
table, The Puck

6:30 pm: UMR Continuing Educatio
Short Course, "Pilot Ground School
Meramec Rm UCE

Associated General
Contractors, 217 CE

6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,
11 8CE

7:00 pm: American Society of Civi l
Engineers, \ 17 CE

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

3:00 pm:

Men' s vo ll eyba ll c lu b
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

7:00 pm: SL Pats, 107C ME Annex

3:30 pm:

Co mputer Sc ie nce
Department Seminar, "Specifying and
Analyz in g
Software
Quality
Requirement s
from
Multiple
Perspectives", 209 M-CS

8:00 pm:

3:30 pm: Student Counci l lawyer,

continued on page 28

Aca<je'!!~c .<;:ompetition Org

3 14 CE

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 Eman

Walnut Rm UCW

FoundaiQ

alelyl ,i.lX

5% BEER ON SUNDAY

ellowsltijl
owshipn

,.--_ _ _ _ SPECiALITIES _ _ _ _--.

8:00 pm : Alp ha Chi Sigma, G-3

'CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

• GYROS • SOUVLAKI • HOMEMADE LASAGNA •
• GREEK SALAD. SPINACH PlE· "C B"KLAVA

'llowshi~
ofTend ~

liyopenl
rimeofl\\
WS or ~
llresidm

6:00

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS

6:20 pm:
SUN-THUR 11AM-11PM
FRI-SAT'1AM-1AM

on, conI;:
'arkerHd
leadlin!"

dMinor'~

practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

McNutt

Ywhere ~

arlts<a!tl
enlalheall

I COmpUil

5:45 pm: Christian Science Org.,
Sunrise Rm UCW
·6:00 pm: Chess club, Gallery UCE

arch alJo~

'applicabt
d'IriPio~

ellowshi,

fields

9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club

mcefor~

eririOlls ~

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugb

Schrenk

fields

WE WANT YOUR COMMENTS POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE SO THAT WE CAN GIVE
YOU THE BEST POSSlBLE SERViCE [jI]

C!C

College sophomores and juniors are invited to apply for the CIA's Student Programs for Summer
1998. The programs are designed to give promising undergraduate and graduate students the
opportunity to gain practical work experience to Gomplement their academic studies. While earning competitive incomes, students. will partiCipate in meaningful work assignments commensurate
with their academic training. Housing assistance is provided . Othe r work programs for students
are also available.
DESIRED MAJORS: Electrical engineering, computer engineering, computer science, mathematics, economics, physics, remote sensing, languages, international studies, logistics/supply/procurement, business administration , geography, accounting and finance.

:lIowsh~

ornw

REQUIRED: US citizenship, a minimum 2.75 GPA following freshman year and successful completion of a medical examination , a polygraph interview and an extensive background investigation.

lesludy i

ngineeri1j
eindiYi<l
orild
d no JOOl
f graduB

LOCATION : Washington ,-DC/Northern Virginia area.
TO APPLY: Complete and return the Interest Form below with your resume no later than October
9, 1997. Prompt response is required to ensure consideration for sum~~er 1998 em ployment.
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What JfI Have A Computer Virus?
Most people are sure that it can ' t happen to them, but they are wrong. Yo'ur
computer is just as seceptible to viruses as the next guy ' s is . Viruses can not only be
annoying, they can just as easily destroy hard drives . If you think you may have a
computer virus. or you just want to be able to protect yourself from getting one in the
future, you should invest in a good virus protection program .

Name: ______________________________________ Phone: __________________

Current Address :____- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------- - -

Windows9S users
Faculty and Staff can purchase a regist'ered copy of McAfee Virus Scan fro1'!P1he
Computing and Information Services Department for $15.00, a much lower price than
Replacing your entire hard drive.
.
Students can download a 31 day trial version or purchase a registered version fo
McAfee Virus Scan from their Web Sight at h/.1p://www.mcafoe.com. Thl s is highly
recommended. esp,ecially if you download a lot of files from the Web .

Fr

So

- -Jt

Sr

Major: __________-,--~~_ GPA:

. ~'. -

University: _ _____________________________ Grad Date: _______

Windows3.x and DOS users

Personnel Representative

Anyone can obtain a c·opy ofF ·Prot Virus Protection software for free from the
Helpdesk Software Archive,located at hltp:llwl'VW,umr.gdullwipdgs!d$Ofiware. Also
available from this sight is a software program that will check for and remove from
your hard drive the Word M.acro Virus .

DEPT RAUMR0997
PO Box 741628
Dallas, TX 75374-1628

We will respond within 45 days if there is further interest The CIA is an equal opportunity
employ,) r.
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"Product Design and Development : 6:30 pin: AIChE, G-3 ChE
7: 00 pm : National Society 0 1 Il l",.
from page 27
Boeing Experience", 214 ME Annex
Engineers/Assn. of Black Students. 20-1
7:00 pm: Institute of Electrical an
McNutt
4:00 pm : Rugby team practice, Rugby Electronics Engineers, G-31 EE
9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha Information
fields
8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
table, The Puck
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers
9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha information 3 14 CE
5:45 pm : Ch ri sti an Science Org ., 212 Mc Nutt
table, The Puck
>. ".
12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn Sunrise Rm UCW
t:;;'iiI'",,
" IIi
' .' iI·...
1735 N. Bishop Ave
8:00 pm: SUB comedian Mike Lukas
2:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.
Centennial Hall, UCE .
6:00 pm: Chess club, Cafeteri~ UCE
SI. Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Ind.
9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha infornlation
12:30 pm : SU B Homeco min g
tabl e, The Puck
activities, The Puck
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Cl ub, 204 9:00 pm: Women's volleyball clu
3:00 pm : Trap & Skeet Club, 107
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg
McNutt
Beuhler
12 :3 0 pm : SUB Ho mecom in g 3:30 pm: Mechanical & Aerospace &

'
I

I

'

T.u.e..s..(f.l·aiojyil ..........
-

activi ties; The Puck
4:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs. SI.
Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Ind.
7:00 pm:
McNutt

3:3 0 pm:
Ch ris ti an
Fellowship, 106 Eman

Eng ineeri ng Mechanics Se minar

6:30 pm,: Blue Key, 2 16 ME .

Campus

Show Me Anime , 204
4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fie lds

9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha information
table, The Puck

4:30 pm : UM R Chemistry seminar,
"Optical Sol-Gel Materials Based on
Bindin g
and
Catal ysis
by
Biomolecules", G-3 Schrenk

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE
5:00 pm: IFC, 216 McNutt
7:00 pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg,
Ka

5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer
vs. Quincy University, UMR Soccer
Complex
6:00 pm : American Indian Science &
Eng. Soc., 2 12 McNutt

9:00 am: Bahai Club, 204 McNutt
9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha information
table, The Puck
I :30 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 105,

117,215,216 ME

.6:30 pm : Student Council executive
meeting, Missouri Rm UCE
7:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
Quincy University , UMR Soccer
Complex

7 :00 pm: Men's and women's
volleyball club practice, Multi-purpose
Bldg

7:00 pm : Assn .. of Engineering
Geologists, 204 McNutt

8:00 pm: KMNR, 107C ME Annex

7:00 pm: Am . Society of Civil
Engineers EIT review session, 11 7 CEo
7:00 pm: UMR College Democrats,
216 McNutt

9:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha information
table, The Puck

7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

11 :30 am: University Orators Chapter

7:00 pm: Film Festival The English
Patient, Leach Theatre Castleman Hall.

ofToasbnasters International, Missouri
RmUCE
12:30 pm: SUB Homecoming
activities, The Puck

8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club Meeting,
I 10 Buehler Bldg

Branson Star Promotions Presents

It's not a rumor ... It's really~ii~H)pening!

October 3, 4, 5th

1st Annual

Festa Jam "97"
. Black 'Oak Mountain Amphitheate-r
Lampe Missouri
Three Days of Continuous Music,
Enetertainment, Arts, Crafts, Food &
Fun!!

15 bands in addition to none other than .

Three
Dog .
Night

Creedence
Clearwater

Blood
Sweat
&
Tears

Friday 7:30 pm

Saturday 7:30 pm

Sunday 2:00

David Clayton Thomas

Howi and the Hill Cats
Opening for

8:30 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon, 202 M6:00 pm: UMR Independents officers
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW
6:30 pm: UMR Continuing Education
Shon Course,. "Pilot Ground School",
Meramec Rm UCE

BE

CAREFUL

~~~NJ ACCID~NJ~

CS
9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 206
Schrenk Hall
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208
Harris Hall

..

Motel rooms, condos, and campgrounds available!
Gate opens at noon . .

1-800-754-7684
Get your Festa Jam 97 concert tickets online!

http://www.bransonlive.com
The Official Festa Jam

~'97"

Web Site!

